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President: Danielle Schreve
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Another excellent day was had by all at the
Festival of Geology at UCL on Saturday 31st
October.  If anything, the event was even
busier than last year, with both parts of the
cloisters and adjoining rooms filled with
posters and finds displays by the Local
Groups and Affiliates, books and other mer-
chandise.  The only problem was finding
enough time to get a cup of tea during the
day!  As ever, the Rockwatch room was
buzzing with children and there was plenty to
see elsewhere, with a superb photographic
competition and a packed programme of
talks.  The lecture theatre was standing room
only for those who had gathered to hear
Professor Iain Stewart talk about how the
Earth made us, a beautifully-illustrated lec-
ture giving a taste of what is to come in his
new television series.  Iain emphasised the
key role that geologists play in understanding
the complexities of Earth system science and
how we are best placed to act as advocates
for future geological conservation and climate
mitigation strategies.   

It was a particular pleasure to make a pres-
entation at the Festival of a special book and
bouquet of flowers to Mrs Marjorie Carreck.
Marjorie, a supporter of the GA for nearly
sixty years, former Council Member and
recipient of the Foulerton award, has been
responsible for maintaining the Association's
archive (photographs, letters, dinner menu
cards and so on).  As many of you will know,
she has exhibited albums of this material at
GA Festivals since the 1950s for all to appre-
ciate.  The archive provides a fascinating
insight into the development of the
Association and the history of geology, par-
ticularly through photographs of our celebrat-
ed fieldtrips.  Now, with the help of financial
support from the GA's Curry Fund, the
archive is being professionally conserved and
restored, with the intention of subsequently
scanning and cataloguing the documents so
that they can be used by GA members and
others for research, outreach activities and
publication.  The final stage of the plan will be
to find a long-term secure repository for the
archive and various options are currently
being considered.  Without doubt, the archive
would not exist were it not for the care and
attention given by Marjorie over the last
decades and it has been decided to com-
memorate this by re-naming the archive as
the Geologists' Association Carreck Archive.
I would also endorse Marjorie's request for
photographs from our recent fieldtrips, as in
these days of digital media, the supply of
archival material is unfortunately dwindling -
it would be a great pity if the archive were to
stop now!  She can be contacted through the
GA Office and is always delighted to receive
anything relating to the GA's activities.

The Festival is not only great fun but brings
home very clearly how important the activi-
ties of the GA are in contributing to our aim
of 'geology for all'.  I extend a huge vote of
thanks to everyone who contributed on the
day, to UCL for hosting the event and partic-
ularly to Sarah and the Festival organisation
team for making the day such a success.  

Danielle Schreve
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Report from Council

The October meeting of  Council was
extended to a full day so that, in
addition to the usual business of
Council, the present state of health of
the GA could be explored and where
the GA should put it's resources in
the future. Every member of Council
was asked to say what they thought
the strengths and weaknesses of the
GA were. From the list so produced a
set of topics was organised for dis-
cussion. The Council organised them-
selves into small groups to discuss
one of these topics and after an hour
a spokesman for each group present-
ed their deliberations. These will be
written up and presented to the next
Council meeting for consideration.
Everyone thought the meeting was a
very positive step forward with lots of
ideas and enthusiasm generated
among Council members. The meet-
ing was not aimed at producing a
result but rather an initial step in for-
mulating a forward policy of the GA.
Of course when these policies decid-
ed they will be presented to mem-
bers.

There was no November Council
meeting. This date is reserved for a
meeting of the representatives of the
Local Groups (LGs)  and Affiliated
Societies (Afs) with members of
Council. This is an opportunity for
LGs and Afs to discuss common prob-
lems and solutions and also how the
GA can help them and how they can
help the GA. Council, as a result of
the October discussions, felt that if
an event by a LG was supported
financially by the GA for such things
as a reception, speakers expenses
etc then the event should be a
regional one. After much discussion it
was agreed that it would be better to
have a self-generated region for each
event rather than having a rigid set
of regions. At this meeting it was
explained also that the GA would like
to support LGs do research in their
particular area, such as temporary
exposures. Among other subjects
discussed were the advantages of
having a coach for field meetings.
Everyone agreed on a coach's advan-
tages but, equally, everyone
explained the problem their LG had in
getting enough people for a field
meeting to justify the cost of a coach.

John Crocker
General Secretary

Curry Fund Report

The Curry Fund Committee received
four applications for grants at its
September meeting. From Michael
Ridd a request for funding for colour
plates for his GA field trip report for
the Proceedings of the Geologists'
Association. At the application stage
it was not clear exactly how many
colour plates were required or what
the cost would be.  After a discussion,
the committee was minded to offer
some support pending more specific
information.  Dr Llewellin, University
of Durham, requested £2160 to sup-
port internet administration of
PubVolc for 3 years to enable free
access to all.  This was agreed and he
will be awarded the money in 3
annual payments. As conditions of
the grant,  he is requested to write an
article for the GA magazine, to dis-
play the Curry Fund logo and
acknowledgement on each page of
the site and that the profile of the site
be raised on internet search engines
- it currently appears to have a rather
low profile. Sheffield General
Cemetery Trust was awarded £400
for the cost of reprinting its geology
leaflet guide to the 15 acres the
cemetery occupies in inner city
Sheffield. This most interesting
leaflet is given away free and brings
geology to a wide range of people
who visit the inner city cemetery in
Sheffield. And finally, Chichester
District Council requested £10,000
towards the cost of fitting out geolog-
ical displays and running public activ-
ities in its ambitious new museum
project for Chichester. The
Committee was minded to support
the application in principle, up to
£9,500, but will require specific appli-
cations for each element of the proj-
ect. This application was submitted
somewhat in advance of the new
building's completion, hence the
request from the Committee that new
applications will be necessary as each
part of the project is ready to come
on stream.

The last meeting of the Curry Fund
Committee for 2009 will be in
December and we look forward to
hearing from you.

Susan Brown
Curry Fund Secretary

Library Notes

You will now be aware that changes
have been made to the publication of
the Proceedings. This has had a
knock-on efect regarding the GA
Library, which, as you probably know,
is house at University College library,
London.

In the past the GA has exchanged
the PGA with journals from other
organisations. Over the years the
number of these exchanges has been
greatly reduced. Elsevier, our new
publishers will continue to support
the current exchange arrangements.

The GA has a map collection in the
UCL library. Our members have the
great benefit that maps can be bor-
rowed from our collection to be taken
on the field trips which are so much
part of GA life, or which provide
background to holidays in general.
We only ask that they are returned to
us in good condition. 

However, at the moment none of
the maps are listed on the UCL
Library Catalogue. The idea now is
that we should create a listing which
could go on our web-site to give you
access to our coverage. To this end I
am appealing for help. The details
have to be finalised but if some com-
puter-savvy member with a laptop
would like to become involved with
this project then please contact me
(or the GA office). Your assistance
would be greatly appreciated.

In the meantime, do continue to
contact me via the GA office for your
travel requirements. We do not have
enough room to hold every map in
the world but we do endeavour to fill
a gap whenever one is revealed. With
enough notice, maps can be obtained
in time for your trip and this will con-
tinue to be the case. Looking forward
to hearing from you. 

Elaine Bimpson
Librarian

Curry Fund Dates for 2010

Applications to            Committee 
to be received by            Date

February20 March 12
May 20 June 11
August 20 September 17
November 20 December 10
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Sinking slabs - moving plates

Dr Saskia Goes
Imperial College
PLEASE NOTE
Friday 8 January 2010
Society of Antiquaries of London, 
Burlington House, next to the RA
at 6.00pm, tea at 5.30pm
Plate tectonics play a fundamental role
in shaping the Earth's surface, control-
ling the formation of mountain belts,
ocean basins, and new continental
crust. The motions of the plates give rise
to major hazards like large earthquakes
and explosive volcanism. Since the the-
ory of plate tectonics was pieced togeth-

er, scientists have tried to unravel what
drives plate motions. It is clear that the
process of subduction, where cold plates
are recycled back into the underlying
hot mantle, plays a key role. But exact-

ly how this works is something we are
just starting to learn with the newest
modeling tools available. The talk will
discuss some of the insights we have
gained.

January Meeting 

February Meeting - The Henry Stopes Lecture

Breaking the time barrier of
human antiquity

Clive Gamble
Centre for Quaternary
Research
Department of Geography
Royal Holloway U of L

Friday 5 February 2010
Geological Society, Burlington House, 
Piccadilly, W1V 0JU
at 6.00pm, tea at 5.30pm

Human evolution began 150 years ago
on April 27th 1859; a remarkable year

made famous by Darwin's Origin of
Species. On that afternoon Joseph
Prestwich and John Evans found a stone
tool in undisturbed gravels and so broke
the shackles of a short creationist
timescale for human history. What they
did was shift the burden of proof for
human antiquity from texts to tools, and
in so doing started the science of
Palaeolithic archaeology. I will recount
the events of that day and in particular
the immense contribution of Prestwich,
one of Britain's greatest geologists. 

However, a mystery surrounds the
stone tool which broke the time barrier.
Surprisingly for such an important arte-
fact it went missing soon after their
return from northern France. The quest
to find it again led me into museum
storerooms, the libraries of learned soci-
eties and through the close knit webs of
Victorian scientists. The outcome, as I

will show, was unexpected.
But the story does not end there. The

demonstration of a great antiquity for
humans had far reaching implications
and 150 years later we can put them
into perspective by reviewing what we
now know or our earliest beginnings.

'Breaking up is hard to do'
The African - S. American
break-up - Potential evidence
for one of the largest vol-
canic eruptions ever

Michael Mawby
Durham University

Friday 5 February 2010
Geological Society, Burlington House, 
Piccadilly, W1V 0JU
at 6.00pm, tea at 5.30pm

Prior to the complete unzipping of
Gondwana and the birth of the Mid-
Atlantic ridge, another event occurred
across the African and S. American
continents.  This event is today pre-

served as the Paraná-Etendeka
Province.  A region that extends from
Namibia, (SW Africa) to the Paraná
basin in South America, and is known
as a bimodal volcanic province (both
mafic and silicic magmatism occur).
The mode of emplacement (for the sili-
cic units) is a contentious issue with
some claiming it as a lava flow, whilst
others believe that this could be a form
of ignimbrite.  This is of particular
interest given the dimensions of some
of the erupted silicic units as the
Springbok (largest unit with an eroded
top) has an estimated erupted volume
of 6340km3 whilst the Grootberg
(3775km3) and Goboboseb (2320km3)
are also voluminous.  This is in com-
parison with what is often cited as the
most voluminous silicic eruption the
Fish Canyon Tuff with a volume of
5000km3.  If these units were
emplaced as rheoignimbrites then
explosive eruptive activity may have
ejected large volumes of ash and

aerosols into the stratosphere, leading
to climatic changes which could lead to
flora and faunal extinction events.
Results from the Goboboseb units from
the Namibian stratigraphy erupted
from the Messum Complex, NW
Namibia exhibit many features which
are problematic, this talk is aimed at
highlighting the issue of emplacement
mechanisms within the Paraná-
Etendeka and actively to engage the
audience in their views on the subject.

March Meeting 

A view across the Huab River looking at
the start of the main Etendeka lava field
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This was a really great Festival. It was
so busy, so friendly, and most impor-
tantly there were many keen and
earnest youngsters. Geology is still
alive and well!

The two halls of the University
College's Cloisters contained a wide
variety of displays - which would take
anybody with broad interests most of
the day to negotiate their way through.
The smart commercial stands com-
manded a lot of attention, and seemed
to be doing brisk business. The Local
and Regional associations showed well-
illustrated displays of recent (and in
some top-hat historic) events. The GA
Staff and Helpers were present, and
very active, in both halls, and Marjorie
Carrick once again presented a rich
selection of volumes from the
Association's pictorial archives. There

were four top quality talks in the Gustav
Tuck theatre - all of which were well
attended. This venue was a very wel-
come improvement over the relatively
small theatre that we had used hither-
to. I would defy anyone to attend all of
these talks and also to see anything of
the exhibition. I managed to catch a
photo and just the flavour of Dr Ruth
Siddall's lecture about the geological

aspects of decorated Mummy cases,
before starting my own whistle-stop
tour of the rest of the show.

I was back in time for Professor Iain
Stuart's lecture, in a packed auditori-
um, before which our President, Dr

Danielle Schreve had the agreeable
task of presenting a special award to
the wonderful Marjorie Carrick, in
recognition of her achievement of look-
ing after the GA's picture archives for
an astounding 50 years. She received a
magnificent bouquet  as well as a book
which we understand her son had been
charged with discretely ensuring that
she didn't go out to buy for herself
before the event!  She pointed out that
we had some wonderful photographic
coverage of excursions and events from
the past, but that now the silver image
has been almost entirely superseded by
digital technology we needed to address
the fact that there has so far been a

noticeable reduction in material, despite
the fact that it should now be technical-
ly easier to accomplish.

After this, Iain Stewart was present-
ed with the Halstead Medal (very appro-
priately, as this is for work furthering
the objectives of the GA and promoting
Geology). He expressed his apprecia-
tion, and said that it was very coura-
geous of the Association, for if his lec-
ture didn't turn out too well, he might
be asked to hand the medal back!  We
needn't have worried on that account,
of course.

He delivered his lecture striding about
the darkened stage, in his usual dynam-
ic way, so that mercifully we did man-
age to catch just one picture of him -
displaying his dashing Byronic profile.
His lecture was superb, and it was an
exciting preview of his next television
series - provisionally titled "How The
Earth Made Us" - a deliberate reversal
of the traditional viewpoint.  It will be
broadcast next year, and all the audi-
ence seemed to be resolving to cancel
all appointments to stay home to watch
it!

Just to note a couple of observations
that Iain regaled us with. The Earth is
now regarded as a system, rather than
simply a passive victim of our abuse,
and it is becoming increasingly evident
that climatic changes have not been
slow, but quite fast - and that this has
probably always been so. The spiky
traces that give the evidence for pertur-
bations in relatively recent times may
simply have been eroded away from the

older materials. He asserted that the
ancient societies probably had a more
positive connection with the environ-
ment, and in many cases would have
relocated to conform with it.  He also
noted that very many popular seats of
civilisation are stationed precariously on
plate boundaries. He cited a 20km long
fault that passes through Istanbul as a
certain "ticking time bomb". Why do
people go on building in places like
that? Simply because the development
of plate margins brings all the benefits
for communities and civilisations to
thrive - and these are clearly taken to
outweigh the risk of earthquakes, of
course!

I had to miss Dr Steve Edwards' lec-
ture artfully titled "Wicked
Geohazards", hoping that I will have
another chance to catch him in similar
vein at the GA's last evening event of
the year. 

The final lecture of the day was given
by Dr Danielle Schreve, with a remark-
able story, that she titled "The Life and
Death of a Woolly Rhino". In a quarry
on the Trent Terrace Staircase, in South
Staffordshire, a very conscientious dig-
ger operator had reported that he had
just made a lower than usual scoop,
and revealed what he thought might be
some very important remains.
Fortunately experts were on hand, and
what proved to be the front half of a
woolly rhino was identified. It was
remarkably free from predation, and
the rear half had evidently been washed
away when the permafrost that had

The GA Festival of
Geology 2009:  A

Personal appreciation by
Tony Iles
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been protecting the skeleton had start-
ed to melt. Danielle gave us a very
entertaining account of the rhino and its
milieu. It - or she, we believe - dis-
played the low-slung head and wide lip,
very similar to the modern White Rhino.
Unfortunately no DNA had survived, but
it was accompanied by a large number
of very informative Dung Beetles. The
banded markings of the horns resem-
bled growth rings, but this was in fact a
structural feature. It was a mega-herbi-
vore occupying steppe and tundra envi-
ronments. This was a mature individual
- aged around 30 years of a possible
50-year life span: it seems most likely
that it lost its footing and drowned and
was quickly preserved - unfortunate for
this Woolly Rhino, but a treasure for
subsequent geologists. Danielle's lec-

ture was entertaining as ever, and she
was very thorough in her acknowledge-
ments.

Upstairs in the Discovery Room, the
whole area was buzzing with Rockwatch
activities.

A popular activity there involved the
two radio-controlled Trilobites. The
heavy perimeter cord was supposed to
restrict their activity space, but they
evidently quickly learned how to hurdle
it.

In the same arena, a long table bore
a feast of items to study, and some to
take away, was busy throughout the
day. 

Andrea kept control of an immensely
popular competition to make 3D prehis-
toric dioramas, with plastic flora and
fauna, in small cardboard boxes.
Considerably older members were
reminded of the splendid displays that
used to grace the Geological Museum,
all those years ago. 

Some Mums drew the short straw,
and spent the day mixing plaster to
make fossil casts . Asking young chil-
dren to wait 30 minutes for the plaster
to set, always seemed like telling them

to "wait for the next ice age".
Back in the exhibition, there was a

friendly hum of activity, throughout the
day. A steady queue waited to take a
turn at the Stone Carving (revealing a

great range of techniques, and with eye
protection de rigueur).   

GeoSuffolk's "Friends of the Pliocene"
were a frenzy of entertainment as
usual. They displayed a small tree from
their reconstituted prehistoric forest -
which had presumably followed them
there from East Anglia . Roger was

clearly saying "Alas Poor Lucy!" , but
Bob just smiled - as he had heard it all
before.

Josh - one of our youngest (and sure-
ly the most good looking) geological
enthusiasts, is particularly keen on vol-
canoes. He brought his parents along
with him, on the condition that they put
his name down to join RockWatch

(which will be much more worthwhile
than Eton, anyway). 

Alongside, a smiling gentleman
looked as if he was ready to conduct
serious medical examinations, but sec-
onds later all of his microscopes were
occupied - indeed overwhelmed - by
very young geologists indeed. 

There was clearly a welcome in the
hillsides, come all the way from South
Wales, with a smile and a cheery word,
and even a bi-lingual stand, so as to
make us feel at home. 

The Delightful and  Indestructible
Stewart Baldwin was this year giving
away an enormous quantity of maga-
zines and off-prints, which were enthu-
siastically being snapped up.  

Colour in Minerals - what an excellent
idea. It certainly caught the interest of
many of our young geologists. 

And just to close on another opti-
mistic note.  There were four GA field
trips in, and spread around the home
counties, on the Sunday immediately
following the Festival. There was a very
healthy sign-up for the various trips
(see review next magazine), and even
those of us who weren't planning to
come will know - that on that day it
rained in huge horizontal slabs. Despite
that, they told me that everybody
turned up, and a good time was had by
all.

That's the GA for you!

Tony Iles
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A Famous Village Cross, Five Churches and 'Hills and Holes'
Saturday 30th May 2009, found twenty
members and friends together in front of
the best preserved cross from the reign of
King Edward I (Fig. 1). This he erected in
memory of his wife Eleanor. Geddington's

Eleanor Cross provided a different opening
to this year's ecclesiastical geology tour
conducted by Prof. John Potter. John's
complete and illustrated tour brochures
are now well known, and this year, copies
(with a blue cover!) were distributed
whilst John recounted the monument's
history (built about 1295, for £60-70). He
advised that the visits of the day would
virtually be limited to rocks only from the
famous local Middle Jurassic lithologies.
He then described the original Weldon
Stone of the monument and the slightly
darker Stanion Stone which had been
used for repair work. Tucked away behind
us, however, was a large glacial erratic
boulder of granite!

Additional Middle Jurassic lithologies
were introduced and distinguished in the
neighbouring Geddington Church (SP 895
830): particularly highlighted were,
Blisworth Limestone, Northampton Sand
Formation (variable iron-stained deep yel-

low sandstones), Barnack Stone and in
the porch roof, from the lowest of the
Lincolnshire Limestone sequence,
Collyweston Slate (once also quarried in
the Geddington area). Geddington Church
preserves some of its original Anglo-
Saxon Patterned walls. These are best
observed on the original nave exterior
wall, to the north of the Norman arcade
inside the church. Above the Norman
arches, Anglo-Saxon blind (recessed), tri-
angular-headed arcading created in
undressed stones may be viewed.
Interestingly, this is cut by a later Anglo-

Saxon window indicating two separate
periods of work in this period.

The next church to be viewed was that
of St Andrew the Apostle, at Brigstock (SP
946 852), a church which had first been
determined to be of Anglo-Saxon origin on
the evidence of its 'long and short quoins',
as early as 1836 (Fig. 2). Typically, church
historians identify the Anglo-Saxon parts
of the church as the tower (below the
Decorated higher portion and spire), the
attached western stair turret and the rem-
nants of the original nave. John now relat-
ed to those on their first church tour
something of his geological discoveries
concerning the early Anglo-Saxon use of
stone (as distinct, for example, from those
in the Norman period). In particular, he
referred to the manner in which Anglo-
Saxon masons chose to orientate the bed-
ding vertically in many quoin (corner)
stones, arch jambs and pilaster strips. By
identifying the bedding orientation of
these stones it proved possible to discov-
er with precision which parts of churches
were Anglo-Saxon. He again emphasized
that archaeologists and church historians,
lacking suitable geological experience,
found the identification of rock bedding
difficult - this was an opportunity and task
for geologists present: although he had
seen many churches, he alone could not
examine every church in the country!
Looking at the north-west quoin of the
tower, he then pointed out that certain
lower stones (e.g. stones 5 to 7 from the
ground) were orientated BH (bedding hor-
izontal). These were lithologically similar
to the higher quoin stones and similar
dressed stones in the south-west quoin;
all of a harder, biomicritic, oolitic and pel-
lety limestone (unlike the rest of the tower
rocks which were of Blisworth Limestone
from the Great Oolite). It was, therefore,
clear that various lower parts of the north-
west tower quoin had been replaced or
repaired at some post-Conquest date. The
party then examined the tower quoins,
and moving inside the church, the western
nave quoins, and the jamb stones of the
arches and west doorway of the tower;
acquainting themselves with work that
could be distinguished as Anglo-Saxon
(Fig. 3).

The west stair turret to the tower pro-
vided a different geological challenge. Its
two small rectangular windows displayed
no Anglo-Saxon bedding orientations and
in style they might be considered as late
as 18th century. Instead, the rocks of
which it was constructed were examined.
These included rocks which were unlike
the Blisworth Limestone of the tower. The
turret included random burnt stones in its
fabric and consisted of a rubble of mixed
local limestones (one of which may have
been quarried at Little Oakley). Together
with other evidence the geological consen-
sus was that the turret was not Anglo-
Saxon.  

Once on the A1 (which at this point fol-
lows the old Roman, Ermine Street), a
longish drive carried the party, to the
attractive village of Wansford for lunch.
From here, the afternoon's localities were
proximate; Wittering Church (TF 056

020), within the boundaries of the City of
Peterborough, being the first to be exam-
ined.

In the fabric of both the nave and chan-
cel, All Saints, Wittering, provided the
party with an exemplar of little altered
Anglo-Saxon or Patterned workmanship.
Each of the six principal quoins illustrated
clearly the patterns of the vertically bed-
ded stones; set alternately with BH
stones, BVFR (as viewed, bedding vertical
face right) and BVFL (bedding vertical face
left). John explained how it was possible
to determine precisely how the original
stonemasons had built each quoin. The
local Wittering variety of Barnack Stone
used had needed to be 'cut back' (chis-
elling back to shape) shortly after being
erected, to provide a similarity of width
and alignment to the narrowest stone in
each corner of the early church (Fig. 4). A
plumb-bob had been used for this pur-
pose. Furthermore, from the manner of
use of particular stones it was possible to
establish that the columns of corner
stones were laid out carefully on the
ground before their selection and
emplacement in the church.

Inside Wittering, the chancel arch has
been described by others as exhibiting an
Anglo-Saxon 'massive grandeur' (Fig. 5).
Detailed scrutiny of the stonework
revealed to members some original com-

Fig. 1 The
party

approaches
Geddington

Cross
(Photo

courtesy:
Geoff

Townson).

Fig. 3 The party view the Anglo-Saxon tower
arch, and beyond the triangular-headed west
doorway, from the nave of Brigstock Church

(Photo: Geoff Townson).

Fig. 2 Brigstock Church is here viewed from the
south.

Fig. 4 The
north-east

quoin of the
chancel of
Wittering

Church show-
ing  cut back
stones. The
later north

aisle extends
to the right.
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plex archwork carvings and the unfortu-
nate amount of subsequent repair.

To the east of the A1, the famous
Barnack Stone 'Hills and Holes' area (TF
075 047) was next visited. The stone was
worked in and around this area from
Roman times until the Middle Ages. It was
exported widely, transported in flat-bot-
tomed boats across Fenland waterways
into the Wash and beyond. The rock pos-
sessed excellent building stone qualities
and these quarries, for much of their life,
provided an important source of wealth
for the monks of Peterborough who owned
them. Three varieties of stone were
worked: the best known, strongly shelly,
coarse grained Barnack Rag which
occurred in sufficiently thick beds to be
worked as ashlar; a much more oolitic

rock somewhat difficult to distinguish from
others; and a coarse grained rough rag-
stone occurring in thinner beds and used
in rubble walls. The last quarrying record-
ed by Peterborough Abbey was in 1454.
The locality represented the impact of the
most recent quarrying.

The famous church in Barnack village
nearby (TF 079 050) was next viewed
(Fig. 6). The church, or particularly its
tower and nave, was one of the first in the
country considered (in 1817) to be of pre-
Conquest age. The tower's quoins and
pilasters and those quoins in the west end
of the nave were built of quality Barnack
Rag, possibly quarried immediately to the
north of the church. The fragmentary fos-
sils in the Rag helped to create distin-
guishable, stratigraphical bedding layers
which clearly delineated individual rock
orientations. Viewing the bedding lin-
eation in the western angles of the tower

quoins it was possible to discern that
many of the stones had been replaced.
The pilaster strips in the tower had notice-
ably suffered far less modification (Fig. 7).
The vertically bedded stones in the
pilasters John described by the terminolo-
gy of modern stonemasons; BVEB (bed-
ding vertical edge bedded) and BVFB

(bedding vertical face bedded), these
placed alternately with BH stones. He
explained that the prominence of BVEB
stones over BVFB stones related to the
mason cutting the stones, with, rather
than across, the rock bedding; this being
a far simpler direction. Further structures,
such as the Anglo-Saxon south tower
doorway (with jamb stones directed into
the arch, Fig. 8) and the tower windows
were examined. John was able to demon-
strate from the stonework bedding orien-
tations that many of the windows had
been rebuilt.

Whilst all enjoyed a respite of coffee/tea
and delightful sponge cake provided by
the church, John commented about other
stonework inside the church. Remarkably,
on a site so famous for its stone, accord-
ing in part to fashion and the wealth of
various individuals, other stone types
were in evidence. He pointed out
Viviparus limestone ('Purbeck Marble'),
and Carboniferous Limestone tomb slabs:

whilst the central nave floor slabs were of
a Middle Jurassic micrite with incipient
mud cracks, partially infilled with shelly
material. As at other churches seen on the
day, the graveyards included the occa-
sional Cambrian, Swithland Slate grave-
stones. These beautifully inscribed stones,
quarried initially in the Charnwood Forest
area, he again emphasized, afforded an
ideal study project for a local G.A. mem-
ber - it would be interesting to determine
the distribution and period of working of
these stones (Fig.10).

There was sufficient time to view the
exterior of the Norman church of St

Kyneburgha, at Castor (TL 125 985). The
church is sited alongside a Roman
'palace', close to the Roman town of
Dvrobrivae. Thus the church shows excel-
lent Norman decorative work (as in the
central tower, Fig. 11) and various walls
include re-used Roman stones (as column
segments) and tiles. Although the church
preserves a dedication stone (dated
1124), there is record that the church was
in ruins (possibly a victim of Viking raids)
in 1012. The east wall of the north
transept was, therefore, of particular
interest. There, John pointed out the rem-
nants of an Anglo-Saxon doorway. This
was cut into by a later window. The door-
way possessed jamb stones of Barnack
Rag, set vertically in Anglo-Saxon style.

The following articles by John Potter
may be of interest to those who wish to
learn more:
2005. 'No stone unturned - a re-assess-
ment of Anglo-Saxon long-and-short
quoins and associated structures'. The
Archaeological Journal, 162, 177-214.
2006. 'An analysis of ecclesiastical stone
cut backs'. Church Archaeology, 10, 57-
80.
In press. 'A geological review of some
early churches in the Northamptonshire
area'. Northamptonshire Archaeology.

John F. Potter

Fig. 5 The much repaired Anglo-Saxon chancel
arch at Wittering Church (Photo: Geoff

Townson).

Fig. 7 Detail of one of the pilaster strips at
Barnack Church to show the vertically bedded

stonework.
Fig. 9 John Potter advises that this

Swithland Slate gravestone at Barnack (and
others elsewhere) could make an interesting

study topic (Photo: Geoff Townson).

Fig. 6 Barnack Church viewed from the south-
west.

Fig. 10 The Norman central tower at Castor
Church.

Fig. 8 The Anglo-Saxon south doorway to the
tower of Barnack Church exhibits typical

stonework bedding orientations of the period.
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Our high summer activities began
with the 7th annual residential course in
Dorset. This year the theme was sea
level change over time and coastal pro-
tection. We spent a day on Portland
where we visited Chesil Beach to study
the pebbles, work out their origin and
the evolution of the beach. We then
looked at the erosion of the coastline on
the north side of Portland Harbour and
were helped by an old postcard loaned
by Doreen Smith showing how it was
early in the 20th century. Some good
fossils were found in the Kimmeridge
Clay here, including shark and ple-
siosaur teeth. We saw the Sailing
Academy and the new marina which will
be the focus for the Olympic Games
sailing events in 2012. A welcome
return visit to see the Jurassic age fos-
sil tree at the entrance to Albion Stone
Bower's Quarry was followed by a walk
down to Blacknor to seek evidence for
the environment some 140 million
years ago and to compare that with
what we have here today. After a visit,
in the rain, to see dinosaur footprints in
huge quarried slabs of rock, we finished
the day with a very quick visit to the
raised beach on the east side of the
island at Portland Bill, trying, unsuc-
cessfully, to dodge the rain.

We had an interesting day at
Studland. Departure from base at
Leeson House was delayed by rain, so
we watched an interactive DVD of the
Jurassic Coast, then, once at Studland,
we walked to Old Harry Rocks and were
challenged to work out how such classic
landforms had developed. Back on the
beach at Studland, now in glorious sun-
shine, we worked in groups to produce
a model of Old Harry Rocks. The range
of ingenuity, technical accuracy and
artistic licence was great! Each group
had to defend its model and did so well,
that prizes were awarded. We looked
for evidence of erosion at Red End Point
where we saw a WW2 pill box had tum-
bled on to the beach from the cliffs
above, indicating significant erosion at
that point! There were beautiful,
coloured, Liesegang rings in the sand-
stones along this beach and myriads of
bees making nests within the cliffs -
from whom we kept a respectful dis-
tance! At Middle Beach we did a serious
study of its rate of erosion using evi-
dence from present day measurements
compared with aerial photographs from
the 1970s. A consensus was that the
beach is eroding at about one metre /
year. The National Trust registered its
concern at this in the Shifting Shores
conference in November 2008. Some of
the group then plunged into the sea to
revive whilst other, hardier souls, inves-
tigated the evolution of the sand dunes
during the past 400 years while yet
another group walked back over the
cliffs to Swanage where they were col-
lected by the mini bus and returned to

Leeson just in time for supper!   
Our final day, in rain again, was spent

studying coastal geology at Lulworth
Cove, Stair Hole and Mupe Bay. We
avoided the early rain with a visit to the
marvelous display of Steve Etches'
Kimmeridge Clay fossils at the Heritage
Centre. Observant readers may recall
that the GA Curry Fund awarded a grant
towards this very worthwhile project. I
do recommend a visit for anyone who is
in the area. Steve's collection is indeed
world class, a fact recognized by the GA
in its award of the Halstead medal to
him in 2005 and Geological Society's
award of the R. H. Worth Prize in 1994.
We had lunch in the fossil forest where
we saw superb fossils including wonder-
ful halite pseudomorphs, ostracods,
masses of fecal pellets, stromatolites
and of course, the extraordinary Broken
Beds. At Mupe Bay some of the group
found fish teeth and turtle shell
remains. By this stage the rain was tor-
rential and we had a very wet hike back
to the mini buses at the Heritage
Centre. On the last morning, in brilliant
sunshine, we tried our hands at stone
carving at the  Burngate Centre at
Langton Matravers and discovered
some quite talented stone carvers in
the group! Thanks to Barry Cullimore,
Alan Holiday, Sam Scriven and Richard
Edmonds.

In mid August, we managed a visit to
Studley Grange, a favourite Rockwatch
site. It's Kimmeridge Clay about 150
million years old with lots of fossils to
be found including marine reptile
remains, fish remains, beautiful
ammonites, belemnites and a range of
bivalves - and examples of all of these
were found on this trip, which sadly
may be our last, as the site is due for
closure early next year.
In October, we had an excellent visit to
West Sussex starting at Trundle Hill, an
ancient hill fort where David Bone led
us on a walk up and around the hill to
see the Ice Age effects on this part of
Southern England. After a picnic lunch
on the windswept hillside, we drove to
Bracklesham Bay where it was even
windier and raining! We learnt about
the Eocene sediments exposed on the
beach and the vast number of fossils to
be found there. We were not disap-
pointed. The children (and their par-
ents!) found lots of fossils including
vast numbers of Turitella gastropods,
many species of bivalves, shark teeth,
fish vertebrae, Nummulites
(foraminifera) and sting ray pellets, so
they clearly were not put off by the
inclement weather! 
Moving further back in time and also
further forward than at Bracklesham,
we visited Shorncote Quarry in the
Cotswolds. Here there are deposits of
Middle Jurassic age, some 160 million
years old, and Ice Age deposits, a mere
few thousands of years old. Some

Rockwatch News 

Rockwatch at the Festival of Geology

Rockwatch at Fossil Forest

Mammoth tusk from the Cotswolds

Rockwatch at Trundle Hill
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superb fossils were found, including
Macrocephalites macrocephalus,
Pholadomya, Pleuromya, Trigonia,
Rhynchonellids and lots of echinoid
pieces. But, I think the find of the day
must have been the section of
Mammoth tusk from the Ice Age sec-
tion, which the quarry manager very
kindly let our young Rockwatcher take
home. What a stunning find! 
Our final field trip of the year was to
Ecton Hill copper mine in the Peak
District National Park. The site and the
underground mine itself are SSSIs and
the copper and lead deposits here were
worked for some 3,500 years from the
Bronze Age until 1891. The site is used
for "A" level teaching of geology and
chemistry, can be adapted for KS4 stu-
dents and also for undergraduate study,
particularly for structural geology. The
Ecton Mine Educational Trust owns the
mineral rights and the study centre and
supports the teaching of courses. Some
time ago, the GA Curry Fund gave a
grant towards the setting up of some of
the courses, so it gave me enormous
pleasure to have the opportunity to
organize a Rockwatch trip to the site.
Given that the weather was atrocious,
our visit to the external parts of the site

were seriously curtailed, so I hope to
run another trip there next season. In
the afternoon the sun shone, so we
were able to do some experiments out-
side and have an exciting "black pow-
der" demonstration somewhat in
advance of Guy Fawkes' night! Our
thanks to Peter Kennett and Geoff
Nicholson for braving the elements and
ensuring we had a superb day.   

Our public activities this season
included our annual visit to join BGS in
Edinburgh for its Open Day at the end of
September and the GA Festival of
Geology. At BGS, we were very busy
making fossil replicas. It was good to
meet up with RW members and to wel-
come many visitors from previous
years. The Discovery Room at the GA
Festival    was humming with activity all
day long and we had many of our mem-
bers visiting us and enrolled lots of new
members. We were making fossil repli-

cas and Jurassic dioramas, explaining
fossils, racing trilobites, doing wax fos-
sil rubbings and much more. Our
helpers hardly had time to draw breath
and really were kept busy all day. You
will find more about the Festival on
other pages in the magazine.

At the end of a very busy season we
had the annual competition prize-giving
ceremony. The standard of entries was,
yet again, very high, and showed just
what a fantastic group of young people
are sufficiently interested in Planet
Earth, not only to become Rockwatch
members, but also actively to partici-
pate in many of its activities. The event
was held at the London offices on
Carlton House Terrace, of the Anglo
American Group Foundation, the com-
petition sponsor. Sarah Gordon gave a
super talk on "Rocks from Space….The
Solar System in a Nutshell" and which,
judging by the audience questions, they
all found truly inspiring. Anj Hunter, the
recently appointed Group Head of
Government & Social Affairs, presented
the prizes. After this, we had an excel-
lent lunch in the formal dining room
where Anglo staff and prizewinners and
their families were able to relax and
enjoy each other's company. We are
immensely grateful to the Anglo
American Group Foundation for its sup-
port for Rockwatch and for hosting this
important event in the Rockwatch cal-
endar. 

As ever, Rockwatch owes a huge debt
of gratitude to the many people who so
willingly give their time and expertise to
ensure that we can run an amazingly
diverse and interesting range of activi-
ties for our members and the general
public. During the past eight years, the
membership has grown, the magazine
has gone from strength to strength and
our public and member only events
have expanded beyond all recognition.
Many of those who were members in
the early days are now professional
geologists, which is very gratifying.
Even those who do not follow such a
career path will have gained insight into
the workings of our planet, as will their
parents. I know of a number of parents
who have taken geology degrees as
their interest in the subject has been
awakened by their children's member-
ship of Rockwatch! 

So, to all those who have helped, in
whatever way, to keep Rockwatch alive,
well and thriving, thank you for your
tremendous help and support for this
fantastic organization - Rockwatch, the
junior club of the GA.

Susan Brown
Chairman

All the photographs Susan Brown
except the Mammoth tusk  Emily
Frankish -  RW member!

Ecton black powder ignition

Ecton Hill classroom

In the rain at Ecton Hill

Rockwatch at BGS

Rockstars - 2009
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PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR FIELD
MEETINGS

ENQUIRIES & BOOKINGS Geoff Swann organises day and week-
end meetings in the UK. Michael Ridd is responsible for overseas and
longer excursions. Sarah Stafford at the GA office is responsible for
bookings, payments and general administration. 

You must book through the GA office to confirm attendance. Please
do not contact the field meeting leader directly. Meeting times and
locations will be confirmed on booking. These are not normally adver-
tised in advance, as there have been problems with members turning up
without booking or paying and maximum numbers being exceeded. Field
meetings are open to non-members although attendance by non-mem-
bers is subject to a £5 surcharge on top of the normal administration
fee. Some meetings may have restrictions on age (especially for under
16s) or be physically demanding. If you are uncertain, please ask. 

PAYMENTS for day and weekend meetings must be made before
attending any field meeting. Cheques should be made out to Geologists'
Association. A stamped addressed envelope is appreciated. Please give
a contact telephone number and, if possible, an email address and pro-
vide the names of any other persons that you are including in your book-
ing. PLEASE ALSO PROVIDE AN EMERGENCY CONTACT NAME
AND TELEPHONE NUMBER AT THE TIME OF BOOKING.

There are separate arrangements for overseas meetings.
TRANSPORT is normally via private car unless otherwise advertised.

If you are a rail traveller, it may be possible for the GA office to
arrange for another member to provide a lift or collect you from the
nearest railway station. This service cannot be guaranteed, but please

ask before booking.
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE for field meetings is provided but

personal accident cover remains the responsibility of the participant.
Further details are available on request from the GA office.

SAFETY is taken very seriously. Should you be unsure about either
the risks involved or your ability to participate, you must seek advice
from the GA office before booking. Please make sure that you study
the risk assessment prepared for all GA field meetings and that you
have all the safety equipment specified. You must declare, at the time
of booking, any disabilities or medical conditions that may affect your
ability to safely attend a field meeting. You may be asked to provide
further information on any prescription drugs etc that you may use
whilst attending a field meeting.  In order to ensure the safety of all
participants, the GA reserves the right to limit or refuse attendance at
field meetings. 

EMERGENCY CONTACT: if you are lost or late for the start of a
meeting, an emergency contact is available during UK field meetings by
calling the GA mobile phone (07724 133290). PLEASE NOTE THIS
NEW NUMBER. The mobile phone will only be switched on just before
and during field meetings. For routine enquiries please call the GA
office on the usual number. 

TRAVEL REGULATIONS are observed. The GA acts as a retail agent
for ATOL holders in respect of air flights included in field meetings. All
flights are ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation Authority (see GA
Circular No. 942, October 2000 for further details). Field meetings of
more than 24 hours duration or including accommodation are subject to
the Package Travel Regulations 1992. The information provided does
not constitute a brochure under these Regulations.

CIRCULAR No. 981 DECEMBER 2009

FIELD MEETINGS IN 2010
We are hoping to arrange additional fossil

collecting opportunities during the year.
There may not be time to advertise these in
the Circular so if you would like details when
they become available contact Sarah
Stafford at the GA office.

WORKSHOP ON RECENT FORAMINIFERA
IN BRITISH AND IRISH SHELL SANDS
Leader:  Dr. Adrian Rundle
Saturday 13th February, 2010 10:30

The next microfossil workshop in this series
is on Recent Foraminifera.   The principles for
collecting good Recent shell sands and how to
separate the Foraminifera from mineral
grains will be covered, as well as how to sort
residues under the microscope and mount
selected specimens on slides. A booklet will
be supplied covering aspects of the study of
Recent Foraminifera, including a key to the
most commonly encountered species. During
the morning the booklet and two slides (with
64 named species) will be used in the intro-
duction. In the afternoon there will be a
chance to study the literature, process sam-
ples and make your own slides. The main aim
of the workshop is to enthuse participants
and to enable them to continue their studies
afterwards. Meet at the leader's house, 55
Dancer Road, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4LB
(map reference TQ 191759, location map
available on request).

Equipment:  If you have a suitable binocular
microscope (about x20 to x40) please bring it
along together with its light source. Bring a
packed lunch. Tea and coffee will be provided.

Cost & booking: £8, to cover materials and
administration. It is essential to register
directly with Adrian (0208 878 6645) for the
workshop as numbers must be limited to 12
per day. A back up on Sunday 14th February
can be arranged if needed and later dates if

more than 24 express an interest.

RETURN TO NEWHAVEN
Leader: Geoff Toye
Saturday 27th March 2010

Another opportunity to collect from the
chalk of the Newhaven area with plenty of
fossils in prospect.

Equipment: Hard hats are advisable.
Cost and booking: Further details will be

available from Sarah Stafford at the GA
office. Register with Sarah sending an admin-
istration fee of £5 to confirm your place.

RADSTOCK - COAL MEASURES AND
AMMONITES
Leaders: Simon Carpenter and Alan Bentley
Saturday 24 April 2010

The day starts at Radstock Museum where
the story of coal mining in Somerset is told.
The museum also contains spectacular fossil
displays. Following the museum visit, several
local geological sites will be visited including
disused Lower Lias quarries and an old coal
measures tip. Fossil collecting is permitted at
some sites so don't forget your hammers and
goggles. Packed lunch or cafe stop.

Equipment: Please make sure you have a
hard hat and hi vis jacket.

Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
20. Further details will be available from
Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register
with Sarah sending an administration fee of
£5 to confirm your place.

A LONG WEEKEND ON THE YORKSHIRE
COAST
Leader: John Hudson
Friday - Monday April 2010 (dates to be
confirmed)

Details and dates are still to be confirmed
once tide info is available. We will be based in
Scarborough and the trip will provide an
opportunity to study the world famous sec-

tions exposed on the Yorkshire coast. There
will be ample opportunities for fossil collect-
ing.

Equipment: You will need a hard hat.
Cost and booking: Numbers will be limited to

20. Further details will be available from
Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register
with Sarah sending an administration fee of
£10 to confirm your place. Please note the GA
will not be booking accommodation. We will
arrange a group dinner on the Saturday
evening if there is sufficient interest.

FOSSILS AND EARLY CHURCHES IN THE
WELSH BORDERLAND
Leader: Prof John Potter
Saturday and Sunday 8 and 9 May 2010

The annual churches trip will on this occa-
sion explore both the fabric of early church-
es and their possible source rocks from the
Lower Palaeozoic of the Welsh Borderland.
Using car transport, Saturday (commencing
10.30am) will view localities in the
Shrewsbury, Much Wenlock, Craven Arms
area. Sunday (commencing 10am) will move
south towards Ludlow, Leominster, and termi-
nate near Hereford - thus for most accom-
modation will be necessary. No, you will not be
permitted to collect fossils from the church-
es!

Equipment: No hammers but bring a quality
lens and binoculars. Packed or pub lunches.

Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
25 and car sharing will be necessary. Further
details will be available from Sarah Stafford
at the GA office. Please note the GA will not
be arranging accommodation. Register with
Sarah sending an administration fee of £15
per person to confirm your place. 

A DAY ON THE BAWDSEY PENINSULA
Leaders: Roger Dixon and Bob Markham
Saturday 22 May 2010

A guided tour of the unique 'Pliocene
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Island' at Sutton Knoll, Suffolk, an island of
Coralline Crag in the Red Crag sea. This is a
flagship site and we will also visit the
'Pliocene Forest' planted and maintained by
Geosuffolk and funded by the GA's Curry
Fund. We will then visit two Red Crag pits
(good for collecting) not previously visited by
the GA. We will end the day at East Lane
Bawdsey to examine the London Clay/Red
Crag junction with good cliff exposure of the
basal Red Crag phosphatic pebble bed and new
coastal defences. The itinerary is tide
dependent.

Equipment: Suitable footwear and clothing.
A trowel and sieve would be useful. Bring a
packed lunch.

Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
20 and car sharing will be necessary. Further
details will be available from Sarah Stafford
at the GA office. Register with Sarah sending
an administration fee of £5 per person to
confirm your place. 

THE GAULT CLAY OF FOLKESTONE -
JOINT MEETING WITH THE PALAEON-
TOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
Leader: Prof Andy Gale
Saturday June 5 (date to be confirmed)
2010

This meeting celebrates the forthcoming
publication of the Palaeontological
Association's book "Fossils of the Gault Clay".
Equipment:

Cost and booking: Register with Sarah
Stafford at the GA office sending an admin-
istration fee of £5 to confirm your place. 

THE GEOLOGY ALONG THE MIMRAM
VALLEY AND THE CHILTERNS AROUND
HITCHIN
Leader: Mike Howgate
Sunday 13 June 2010 10:30

In the morning we will be looking at the evi-
dence for the Anglian Ice margin including
Kames and fluvio-glacial deposits, the diver-
sion of the Mimram by the ice sheet and wells
feeding the local watercress industry. In the
afternoon we will look for the source of the
Mimram, then ascend Deacon Hill for the view
and visit Pirton church to see gigantic
ammonites and hear the story of the missing
fossil fish.

Equipment: There will be four to five miles
of walking including two quite steep climbs so
boots are essential together with clothing
appropriate to the weather conditions.

Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
20. Register with Sarah Stafford at the GA
office sending an administration fee of £5 to
confirm your place. 

WEALDEN EXCURSION
Leaders: Pete Austen, Richard Agar, 
Dr Ed Jarzembowski and Geoff Toye
July (date to be confirmed) 2010

This trip continues the popular annual
excursion to working pits in the Weald Clay of
south-east England, where the GA has already
participated in some superb fossil finds. The
venue(s) will be confirmed later so as to take
advantage of conditions at the time. Numbers
may be limited.
Equipment: You must have suitable footwear,

a high visibility jacket and hard hat.

Cost & booking: Further details will be avail-
able from Sarah Stafford at the GA office.
Register with Sarah sending an administration
fee of £5 per person to confirm your place.

TAVISTOCK QUARRIES title tbc
Leaders: Eddie Bailey and Sam Rhodes
Saturday 11 Sunday 12  September 2010

We will spend the first day in and around
Greystone Quarry near Tavistock. We will
look at the geology (dolerite sill intruded into
the Greystone Formation which is an abyssal
siltstone - a stretch of hornfelsed siltsone is
clearly visible in the quarry). We may also be
able to find one or two outcrops nearby that
help expand the local geology being intro-
duced. We will also introduce the quarry
workings. The following day we will visit
Meldon Quarry famous for its volcanics, horn-
fels and slates and complex structure, which
has recently had to find a new purpose! The
traditional rail ballast contract has been
withdrawn due to the recession but investiga-
tions found that the quarry had materials
that could be worked competitively into the
bulk fill market. This will help keep Meldon
going until the ballast market resumes.
Boreholes were also recently drilled to help
elucidate the geology to the south of the cur-
rent excavations - the first boreholes for
years. Althought the cores may not be avail-
able for inspection next Sept (they will have
been crushed and tested) they give an oppor-
tunity to unravel the enigmatic thrusting and
folding that characterises Meldon. We will
also introduce the Geodiversity plans AI have
for Meldon and have lunch at our new rock
park!

Equipment: Hard hats and hi-vis jackets
Cost and booking: Numbers will be limited to

30. Further details will be available from
Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Please note
the GA will not be arranging accommodation.
Register with Sarah sending an administration
fee of £5 per person to confirm your place. 

MIDDLE PLEISTOCENE PRE-GLACIAL
AND GLACIAL DEPOSITS OF NORTH
NORFOLK
Leaders: Dr Jonathan Lee and Dr Emrys
Phillips (BGS)
Saturday 18 September 2010

This excursion will examine pre-glacial and
glacial deposits at one of the most famous
Pleistocene sites in Britain. During the trip we
will have the opportunity to examine three
Pleistocene units: the West Runton
Freshwater Bed - temperate stage
(Cromerian Complex) fluvial deposits of the
Cromer Forest-bed Formation; shallow marine
sands and gravels of the Wroxham Crag and
finally a highly deformed glacial succession
including multiple tills, evidence for large
scale thrusting and the formation of exten-
sional outwash basins.

Equipment: Bring a hard hat and stout
footwear as the trip will involve standing
adjacent to high cliffs and walking along stony
beaches. Packed or beach cafe lunch.

Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to
25. Further details will be available from
Sarah Stafford at the GA office. Register
with Sarah sending an administration fee of
£10 per person to confirm your place.

LONG WEEKEND ON THE ISLE OF
WIGHT
Leader: Prof Andy Gale
October (date to be confirmed) 2010

Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited.
Further details will be available from Sarah
Stafford at the GA office. Please note that
the GA will not be booking accommodation.
Register with Sarah sending an administration
fee of £5   per person to confirm your place.

FOSSILFEST VI
Leader: Nev Hollingworth
October (date to be confirmed) 2010
Location(s) have still to be decided but
plenty of fossils can be expected.

Equipment: You must have a hard hat, hi vis
vest and suitable footwear.
Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to 25.
Register with Sarah Stafford at the GA
office sending an administration fee of £5 to
confirm your place.

Overseas Field trips:
Geological Museum of Denmark, Copenhagen
23 - 27th (Sat-Wed) October 2010

We continue our series of 'behind the
scenes' tours of international standard geo-
logical museums arranged by Alan Lord, Roger
Dixon and David & Anne Bone. This year we
are planning to visit the Geological Museum of
Denmark, Copenhagen, courtesy of Prof.
David Harper and also visit the classical K/T
boundary section at Stevns Klint with Prof.
Finn Surlyk.

Travelling to Copenhagen on Saturday 23rd
October, the provisional programme is:
Sunday - free time and city tour for those
who wish.
Monday - in the museum. It is relatively small
and behind the scenes is reminiscent of the
Humboldt Museum in Berlin! There are good
public displays of meteorites and on the geol-
ogy of Greenland and Denmark. The mineral
display is extensive, all in old glass-topped
wooden cabinets. They will show us the
palaeontology and mineral collections in the
basement - which will be a real experience!
They even have Alfred Wegener's sledge in
the cellar (Mr Continental Drift), and 2010 is
100 years since he announced the idea at a
meeting in Frankfurt.
Tuesday - coach excursion to Stevns Klint,
the classic K/T boundary, to be led by
Professor Finn Surlyk and then to Faxe to see
the new geology museum.
Wednesday - return home (or stay on inde-
pendently).

Cost & booking: Please make and pay for
your own travel arrangements. Group accom-
modation will be arranged at a hotel conven-
ient for the museum and local transport. Cost
per person is estimated at £200 (sharing) to
£350 (single). This includes 4 nights hotel on
room only basis, leaders' expenses, coach and
administration. For personal budgeting pur-
poses (meals, local transport, etc.) please
note that Copenhagen is relatively expensive.

Please confirm your interest as soon as pos-
sible by contacting David Bone by email at
david@dajbone.plus.com (preferred) or by
post at 4 Kensington Road, Chichester, West
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Sussex PO19 7XR. Closing date for registra-
tion is 4th June 2010; a non-refundable
deposit of £50 payable to the Geologists'
Association will be required.

North Germany
Late August-September 2010
Duration: 10 days including travel from and
return to UK.
Leader: Dr Volker Wilde
Local Secretary: Prof Alan Lord

Outline programme:
Palaeozoic of Harz Mountains. Tectonics of
the Harz Foreland. Carboniferous-Permian of
Wetin. Kupferschiefer. Influence of
Zechstein salt tectonics on regional and local
stratigraphy and sedimentation: significance
for oil accumulations. City of Halle and salt
extraction. Mesozoic sediments, including the
type-locality of stromatolites. Tertiary brown
coal deposits - exceptionally well-preserved
vertebrates and plants of the Geiseltal
(Geiseltal Museum, Halle) and visit to working
open-cast mine at Schoeningen.

The region has a wonderful cultural heritage
and the geological itinerary will be balanced
with opportunities to view Romanesque and
medieval architecture and art in, for example,
Halle, Halberstadt and Quedlingberg.

GEOLOGISTS' ASSOCIATION 
LOCAL GROUPS

Cambridgeshire Geology Club
Contact - Alan Murphy on 07768 821385 
Email: cambs.geology.club@hotmail.co.uk   
Dorset Local Group
Contact Doreen Smith 01300 320811. 
Email: Heldon47@btinternet.com
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com
Essex Group
December 2 Members evening.
Contact Dr Trevor Greensmith 01268 785404
Farnham Geological Society
December 11 The star of Bethlehem - Dr Paul Olver.
January 8 AGM and A Cruise in Antarctica - Janet
Catchpole.
February 12 How Britain became an Island; a catastroph-
ic megafloods in the English Channell - Dr Sanjeev
Gupta.
March  19 Palaeontogical Association Baldwin Lecture:
Carboniferous  Coal Forests - Howard Falcon-Lang.
April 9 Santorini super-volcano: the cause and the devas-
tating effect in the Aegean - Dr Fred Witham,
May 14 Geology & Disease - Dr Gerry Slavin.
June 11 Dolerite emplacement in Antarctica - Dr Donny
Hutton.
Contact - Mrs Shirley Stephens tel: 01252 680215
Field Trip Contact - Dr Graham Williams tel:01483
573802 Email secretary@farnhamgeosoc.org.uk
www:farnhamgeosoc.org.uk. 
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society
December 9 Giant Cu-Au deposits of Central Asia - Dr
Reimar Seltmann.
January 13 Short talks by Members: 'Orcadian Basin
then and now','The Ochre's of Roussillon and The
Canyon of Verdon','La Brea Tar Pit Museum'  John
Stanley Bryan Tabor Mike Cuming
January 16 New Year Social N/A
February 8-20 Exhibition at Harrow library N/A
February 10 Lecture: 'Earthquakes or ice? What do
deformed Quaternary sediments really mean (and does it
matter)?' Dr Philip Collins (Brunel)
March 10 'Catastrophic Flooding: How Britain Became
an Island' - Dr Jenny Collier (Imperial)
Contact: Jean Sippy 020 8422 1859 
Email: jeansippy@btopenworld.com  Field trip informa-
tion Allan Wheeler 01344 455451.
www.hhgs.org.uk 

Kent Geologists Group
January 19 Sicily and the Aeolian Islands - Ann Barrett
February 16 Planetary Geology - Mike Phillips
March 16 AGM & Aspects of the Carboniferous - Dr Ed
Jarzembowski.
April 20 Geology and scenery of South Harris - Dr Alan
Heyes.
Contact Indoor Secretary Mrs Ann Barrett  Tel: 01233
623126 email: annbarrett@tesco.net
Contact information www.kgg.org.uk
The Kirkaldy Society (Alumni of Queen Mary
College)
Contact: Tony Iles: 020 88664348;
a.j.iles123@btinternet.com
Contact David Greenwood  0208449 6614 email:kirk-
soc@sky.com.
Lancashire
Contact Acting Secretary Jennifer Rhodes 01204 811203
Email:_J_rhodes@hotmail.com.
Mole Valley Geological Society
December 10 Soiree with members lecturettes and mince
pies.
January 8 Darwin, Dorking & the Russel Wallace mys-
tery - Prof. Dick Selley
February 12 Members evening with micro- lecturettes.
March 12 Super continent - our once and future world -
Dr Ted Nield.
www.dendron.net/mvgs. Email: Chas Cowie:
chas.cowie@tiscali.co.uk
North Staffordshire Group
December 3 Christmas Social and the Land that time for-
got: geology and scenery of the Red Centre and
McDonnell ranges Australia - Eileen Fraser.
January 14 talk by Dr Richard Waller.
February 18 talks by Prof. Andrew Willmott.
March 4 AGM and Chairman's Address: Dr Ian
Stimpson.
Contact for details Eileen Fraser 01260 271505 Contact
Field trips: Gerard Ford 01630 673409.
Oxford Geology Group 
www.oum.ox.ac.uk/ogg.htm. or call programme secre-
tary 01865 272960.
Ravensbourne Geological Society
December 8 Xmas Festivities - My favourite Specimen &
Quiz.
January 12 Amber - Chris Duffin
February 9 Exceptional Fossil Preservation - Peter
Golding.
March 9 The Driest Place on Earth - Chris Carlton
April 13 Surrey Landscape Mystery - Maurice Rogers.
Contact Carole McCarthy Secretary: 020 8854 9138
email: cmccarthy@talktalk.net or Vernon Marks: 020
8460 2354.
North Wales - Cymdeithas Daeareg Gogledd Cymru
Contact Jonathan Wilkins 01492 583052 Email
Wilkins@ampyx.org.uk www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc
South Wales Group
Cymdeithas Y Daearegwyr Grwp De Cymru-
December 12 Reflections on 50 years of geological
change - John Cope.
January 9 National Museum of Wales - Holiday geology.
January 23 How the Earth Made us - Iain Stewart.
February 20 The New Zealand Tuatara, its fossil relatives
and the Welsh Dragon - Mark Jones UCL.
March 13 AGM and Presidential address:
Geoconservation: Serious Fun! - Nigel McGaw.
Full details to follow. Contact Lynda Garfield  at secre-
tary@swga.org.uk
West of England
January 19  3 Research Students form Bristol University
February 9 Darwin as a Geologist - Paul Pearson
March 9 Doggerland -  Bryony Coles
April 20 AGM.
Contact Graeme Churchard 0117 967 1066.
www.wega.org.uk 
West Sussex Geological Society
December 18 Member Xmas meeting.
January 15 Megaslides, mud and volcanoes of the NE
Atlantic: 20 million year story from the deep-sea - Prof
Ian Jarvis.
February 19 AGM.
March 19 Utilising low cost G.I.S. and Remote Sensing
to aid disaster risk Assessment - Dr Naomi Morris.
March 28 Field trip: The geology of Bracklesham and
Selsey - David Bone.

April 16 Gian foraminifera of the Eocene; the life and
times of Nummulites.
Contact Betty Steel 01903 209140 
Email: kande16@talktalk.net

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES

Amateur Geological Society
December 8 Fluorspar Mining in the Northern Penines -
David Greenwood.
January 12 AGM and New year Party.
Enquiries: Julia Daniels 020 8346 1056. 
Bath Geological Society
December 3 Fossilized embryos from the dawn of animal
evolution - Dr John Cunningham.
February 4 Annual General Meeting
March 4 The Joggins Fossil Cliffs of Nova Scotia - Dr.
Howard Falcon-Lang.
May 6 Where Plates Go - Prof. Tim Elliot.
Contact Elizabeth Devon: Email:chairman@bathgeol-
soc.org.uk
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk 
Belfast Geologists' Society
December 14 Tour of New Galleries, Ulster Museum - Dr
Peter Crowther.
January 18 How the Earth Made Us - Prof. Iain Stewart.
February 15 St Kilda: A day trip to the Islands at the Edge
of the World - Dr John Reavy.
March 15 Scottish Granites and their Geothermal
Potential - Dr Ed Stephens.
Contact Peter Millar 9064 2886, email:
peter.millar@nireland.com.
Black Country Geological Society
January 25 The Legacy of Past Mining - Stabilisation by
Drilling and Grouting - Steve Rule.
January date to tbc.  Field meeting:  Visit of Lapworth
Museum - Jon Clatworthy.
February 22 The Carboniferous Period - tbc.
February tbc. Field meeting to Compton - Graham
Worton
March 29 Brymbo and the Clwydian Range area - Dr
Jacqui Malpas.
April 26 Lapworth Museum.
For information contact Barbara Russell 01902 650168.
www.bcgs.info
Brighton & Hove Geological Society
Contact John Cooper 01273 292780 email: john.coop-
er@brighton-hove.gov.uk
Bristol Naturalists' Society 
Contact 01373 474086
Email: simonccarpenter@yahoo.com
Carn Brea Mining Society
December 8 Members medley.
January 16 Annual Dinner.
January 19 Geevor Mine Prospects - Bill Lakin.
Contact Lincoln James 01326 311420
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological Society
For more information on lectures  contact Ann Kent
01452 610375
For more information on Field trips contact Kath Vickers
01453 827007
Craven & Pendle Geological Society
December 18 Rhyolite glaciovolcanism at Oraefajökull
Volcano, SE Iceland: a window on
Quaternary climate change. Speaker - Angela Walker
January 15 OSL and cosmogenic dating of glacial errat-
ics and loessic silts in the Craven Uplands.  -Dr Peter
Vincent.
February 12 Global sea-level control on sedimentation in
the Carboniferous of the British Isles. - Rachael Dale
March 12 Redevelopment of the Rotunda Museum - 180
years in the making - Will Watts.
April 9 Members evening and field excursion programme
- Mike Squirrell, Paul Kabrna, Steve Webster et al.
Nigel Mountney Ph.D., University of Leeds
Contact: Paul_Kabrna@msn.com or www.cpgs.org.uk
Cumberland Geological Society
December 9 Members evening at the Friends Meeting
House, Keswick.
January 20 Quaternary landscape changes in the
Falklands Islands - Dr Peter Wilson.
February 24 Solving the Bassenthwaite Mystery: mag-
netic fingerprinting of fine sediment sources.
March 10 AGM and Presidential Address.
Contact Susan Beale 016974 78353
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cumbgeol@fsmail.net.
www.cumberland-geol-soc-org.uk.
The Devonshire Association (Geology Section)
January 16 AGM followed by Prehistoric Geologists -did
the Ancient Britons Know their rocks? - Mrs Rosemary
Stewart.
Contact John Dangerfield 01297 33326 email
john@thornhayes.freeserve.co.uk
The Dinosaur Society
www. Dinosaursociety.com. Contact: Prof Richard
Moody rtj.moody@virgin.net
Dorset Natural History & Archaeology Society
Contact Jenny Cripps email:jenny@dor-
mus.demon.co.uk
Edinburgh Geological Society
December 9 Fellows' Night and Social Evening
January 13 Insects in amber - Dr Andrew Ross 
January 20 Annual General Meeting (7pm) &
Presidential Address Our built heritage - why earth sci-
ence matters - Mr Andrew McMillan
February 10 Presentation of the Clough Medal The
Dalradian - a continuing enigma - Dr Doug Fettes
February 24 Testing the reactivation hypothesis: a review
of basement-hosted brittle faulting patterns in NW
Scotland - Professor Robert Holdsworth .
March 10 Joint lecture with Mining Institute of Scotland
(7pm, Murchison House) Borehole Surveying in mining,
quarrying and oil exploration - Dr James Tweedie
March 24 Taking the plunge into deep time - landscape
evolution comes of age - Professor Tim Atkinson April 8
Joint Celebrity Lecture with the Geological Society of
Glasgow (in Glasgow) Leiden University, Netherlands
Earth - from global menaces to planetary hope - Peter
Westbroek,
www.edinburghgeolsoc.org
Earth Science Teachers Association
For membership contact: Mike Tuke miketuke@btinter-
net.com  tel 01480457068
ESTA website www.esta-uk.net
East Herts Geology Club
Check website for venue or contact Diana Perkins 01920
463755.
www.ehgc.org.uk email: info@ehgc.org.uk 
Visitors most welcome - £2
East Midlands Geological Society
December 12  Anthony Cooper My house fell in a hole -
problems with soluble rocks
Followed by our Christmas cheese and wine evening 
January 23  A geotour of Oman - world class geology and
a great tourist attraction - Professor Hugh Rollinson
February  13  Tim Colman Presidential address, title and
abstract awaited; followed by our annual dinner 
March 13 AGM 
April 24  The Forensic use of Micropalaeontology - Dr.
Haydon Bailey
Contact Secretary Janet Slater email.
J.slatter@zoom.co.uk
www.emgs.org.uk
Edinburgh Geological Society
December 9 Fellow's Night and Social evening.
January 13 Insects in Amber - Dr Andrew Ross.
January 20 AGM and Presidential Address: Our Built
Heritage - Mr Andrew McMillan.
February 10 The Dalradian - a continuing enigma - Dr
Doug Fettes.
February 24 Testing the reaction hypothesis: a review of
basement-hosted brittle faulting patterns in NW Scotland.
March 10 Borehole Surveying in mining, quarrying and
oil exploration - Dr James Tweedie.
Essex Rock and Mineral Society
December 8 Annual Social.
Graham Ward for Lectures 01277 218473. www.erms.org
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge
Contact: Dr Peter Friend 01223-333400. 
Geological Society of Glasgow
Contact Dr Iain Allison email:
I.Allison@admin.gla.ac.uk
Geological Society of Norfolk
Contact Email: elvin.thurston@virgin.net.
Hastings and District Geological Society
December 14 AGM and Christmas party.
Contact Diana Williams email: iggyken@aol.com 
www.hastingsgeolsoc.org.uk
Hertfordshire Geological Society
December 3 The hydrogeology of Hertfordshire - Robert
Sage.

www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk
Contact Linda Hamling 01279 423815.
Horsham Geological Field Club
December 5 Christmas Party.
Contact Mrs Gill Woodhatch 01403 250371
Hull Geological Society
Contact Mike Horne 01482 346784
Email:mike@horne28.freeserve.co.uk
website http://go.to/hullgeolsoc
The Jurassic Coast
Details are available on the web site at www.
Jurassiccoast.com.
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society (Geology)
December 2 Greenland:arcs and crustal growth in the
early Earth - Prof Brian Windley.
December 17 Christmas meeting: 
Contact Andrew Swift 0116 2523646; 
Email: as48@le.ac.uk
Leeds Geological Association
December 10 AGM and Conversazione.
Enquiries email lga@brigstocke.myzen.co.uk
Liverpool Geological Society
Contact: Joe Crossley: 0151 426 1324 or email
Igsjoecrossley@hotmail.com.
Manchester Geological Association
December 12 Volcanoes and Volcanic Hazards - Dr Peter
Floyd, Dr John Stevenson, Dr Roger Suthren.
January 16 Scenes form the Precambrian : Precambrian
Shields - what can they tell us abou the Origins of the
Continents - Prof. Hugh Rollinson.
February 17  AGM followed by Various Volcanoes -
Vesuvius et al - Dr Christine Arkwright.
March 10 The Sichuan Earthquake Disaster - Prof. David
Petley.
Contact  email: Jane Michael, email secretary@mangeo-
lassoc.org.uk 07917 434598.
All meetings in the Williamson Building, University of
Manchester. 
Mid Wales Minerals, Fossils and Geology Club
Contact Bill Bagley 01686 412679.
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society
Meetings at St Georges Church Hall Churchfield Green,
Norwich.  19.30hrs every first Tuesday of the Month
except August.
Contact.clansdell@btinternet.com
North Eastern Geological Society
December 15 talk  by Dr Steve Arnott.
January 19 Seismic Oceanography: new ways to look at
Water - Dr Richard Hobbs.
February 16 Can remote sensing and geophysics provide
us with all we need to know about active volcanoes? A
case study based on Etna.
March 16 Holocene volcanism in Iceland - eruption his-
tory, styles and magnitudes - Dr Thorvaldur Thordanson.
www.northeast-geolsoc.50megs.com Email: mavis-
gill@btinternet.com or 01207 545907
www.dur.ac.uk/g.r.foulger/NEGS.html
Open University Geological Society
Events - listed on http://ougs.org, or contact Christine
Arkwright events@ougs.org 01772 335316
Membership - contact Stuart Bull membership@ougs.org
01244 676865
Reading Geological Society
Contact Christine Hooper- for lectures  0118 9471597 
email: Christine.hooper@talktalk.net
Contact David Ward - for field trips 01344 483563
The Russell Society
Email Frank Ince ince78@btopenworld.com
www.russellsoc.org
Shropshire Geological Society
December 9 AGM and Lecture
January 13 New research into glacial geomorphology of
the Shropshire-Cheshire Basin - Dr Geoffrey Thomas.
February 10  How stalagmites reveal Quaternary climat-
ic history - Dr Ian Fairchild.
March 10 British earthquakes Dr Ian Stimpson
March 27 Field trip: Clee Hill, to be led by Michael
Rosenbaum. Walking (one mile); some rough ground;
local cafés should lunch be required.
April Field trip: Darwin in Llanymynech, -  Gordon
Hillier and Jeanette Bolton 
April 17  Field trip: Secret Stones (Craven Arms), to be
led by Michael Rosenbaum. Contact Karen Whitaker -
herts_and_flowers@hotmail.com.
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk 

Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society
Meets every Monday evening at Sidcup Arts Centre.
Contact Audrey Tampling 020 8303 9610 Email:
Atampling@aol.com.
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society
September 5 Hampshire Mineral & Fossil Show  -  time:
10:00 to 16:30 Venue:    Lyndhurst Community Centre,
High St., Lyndhurst, Hants.Admission:    Adults £1,
accompanied children under 14 and RockWatch members
free
Contact: Gary Morse, 01489 787300 Email: smfs@min-
eral.screaming.net Web site:
http://members.lycos.co.uk/SMFS/smfsshow.htm
Contact Gary Morse 01489 787300.
Stamford and District Geological Society
December 9 The Ice Age in Warwickshire - Dr Martin
Bradley.
January 13 Darwin/Charles Peach - Dr L Anderson.
February 10 The History of Lime Burning in Derbyshire
- Derek Burton.
Contact: Bill Learoyd on 01780 752915 email: bill-
learoyd@aol.com, cliffnicklin@aol.com; 
Ussher Society
Contact Clive Nicholas 01392 271761.
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group 
December 16 Christmas Members' Evening
Traditional chance to share field experiences and get that
rock or fossil identified!
January 20 Ediacara in Australia - Brian Ellis (WGCG)
February 17 A Few Interesting Fossils - Hugh Jones
(WGCG)
March 24 Speaker to be confirmed
Contact: Chris Hodgeson 01926 511097.
Contact Martyn Bradley 01926 428835.  Email: mar-
tyn.bradley@warwick.ac.uk.
www.wgcg.co.uk
Wessex Lapidary and Mineral Society
Contact Pat Maxwell 02380 891890 email:
rwmaxwell@tiscali.co.uk
Westmorland Geological Society
January 20 Exploring the geology under Glasgow - Dr
Dairmid Campbell.
March 17 The Holocene landscape of Morecombe Bay -
Dr Richard Jones.
Contact Brian Kettle email: mr.briankettle@tiscali.co.uk
The Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club
December 4th Members evening.
January 15 The Shetland Experience coordinated by Dr
Geoff Steel.
February 26 Section AGM and Dinner.
March 26 Two Hundred Years of British Metamorphism
by Richard Edwards.
Contact Sue Hay on 01432 357138 or svh.gabbros@btin-
ternet .com
Yorkshire Geological Society
Contact Trevor Morse 01833 638893
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.ukPLE 

Request for photos (and memories)
Geologists' Association - South Wales Group /
Cymdeithas y Daearegwyr - Grwp De Cymru

This session, 2009-10, sees the group's fiftieth
anniversary.

In late 1959, interest in a new group for South Wales
resulted quite quickly in the formation of the South
Wales Group, a "local Group" of the parent GA. This
was the third such group to form, after the N Staffs and
Midlands groups. The inaugural meeting was held on
23 January 1960 in Cardiff.

For the fiftieth anniversary, the group's main celebra-
tion will be the anniversary lecture on Saturday 23
January 2010, in Cardiff, with Professor Iain Stewart
addressing the group on "How Earth made Us", to be
followed by an anniversary lunch.

The group is also compiling photos covering the last
50 years. Mindful that members do move on and away,
the group is asking anyone who may have photos (or
memories) of SWGA events (especially 1960-1985) to
contact the secretary (Lynda Garfield,
secretary@swga.org.uk<mailto:secretary@swga.org.u
k>, 02920 891588) or Tom Sharpe at the National
Museum Wales(tom.sharpe@museumwales.ac.uk
02920 573265).. Indeed if there are any founder mem-
bers, or very early members, reading this, we would
like to hear from you as well.
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This field excursion attracted twenty
participants.  It was designed as a part
of the celebration of Charles Darwin's
bicentenary and was jointly sponsored
by the Geologists' Association,
Geological Society of London and the
Quaternary Research Association.

It started in Reading and the first
three nights were spent at Keele
University.  En route north, a stop was
made in Islip for lunch and to pay hom-
age to William Buckland (1784 -1856).
Buckland, Reader in Mineralogy and
Geology at the University of Oxford, was
buried in Islip churchyard beneath a slab
of Peterhead granite.  Buckland, of
course, was the promoter of the glacial
theory in Britain and prime motivator of
Charles Darwin's 1842 glacial geological
fieldwork in North Wales.

On the first evening, at Keele
University, resident Emeritus Professor
Hugh Torrens presented, in his inim-
itable style, a fascinating paper on
Charles Darwin in Shrewsbury.  He gave
us a wide ranging overview of early
nineteenth century science in
Shropshire, stressing the dynamic
industrial character of the area and pre-
senting the young Charles Darwin in a
different light from the rural stereotype
which has been portrayed in the past.
He also told us of his recent research
into 'old Mr Cotton' who stimulated
Charles's geological interest whilst still
at Shrewsbury School.

On Saturday we focused on a field
study of the medieval county market
town of Shrewsbury, the home of
Charles, for the first 27 years of his life.
The walking tour was jointly led by Hugh
Torrens and Peter Worsley.  As the 2009
official tourist guide accurately pro-
claims -  'Walking the streets and pas-
sages [shots] … it isn't difficult to imag-
ine yourself transported back to the
early 19th century '.  We first visited
'The Origin' across the Welsh bridge
over the River Severn in the NW suburb
of Frankwell.  There at 'The Mount', a
house built in 1798 by Dr Robert Waring
Darwin, Charles was born in 1809. The
Shropshire Rating Office (an Inland

Revenue Agency) rents the house and
being the weekend it was firmly shut.
Nevertheless, the front garden was
open.  Since the building is devoted to
office use, and the interior is largely off
limits, this was not disastrous (see
later).  From the lawn a good view was

obtained of the first floor room (left of
the portico) in which Charles was born.
It is also important to recall that the
Darwin family vacated the house in
1866 following the death of Charles's
sister Susan, and the entire contents
were sold.  A full appreciation of the
impressive setting of 'The Mount' is not
easy without access to the rear garden
and steep bluff above the river.  Even
today, its northerly outlook across the
Severn valley remains entirely rural.  By
taking the footpath (part of the Severn
Way) which follows the bluff crest to the
east of the site we were able to gain an
impression of this.

We then crossed the river to enter the
medieval urban core of Shrewsbury
which largely occupies a large River
Severn meander loop.  The next stop
was the curious (politely speaking) mod-
ern sculpture of the 'Darwin Gate' at the
intersection of Mardol and Shoplatch
streets.  Then a short walk led to the
Unitarian Chapel on the High Street
where Charles, until he was eight, regu-
larly attended services with his mother
Susannah.

Apart from when services are being
held the chapel is normally locked.
Fortunately two Quaker ladies promot-
ing a petition in the entrance (which all
duly signed!) kindly allowed us into the
serene interior.  Hugh pointed out a
number of memorials some of which
were associated with the founding
fathers of British geology.    

The next locality was the Bell-stone (a

rounded glacial erratic) which today is
displayed in the courtyard in front of the
Morris Hall.  'Old Mr Cotton' told the
young Charles about its likely prove-
nance in Cumberland or Scotland but
could not say how it was transported.
Despite a plaque claiming 'this granite
…' it is a volcaniclastic rock.  Tradition
has it that a piece of the Bell-stone was
collected by Adam Sedgwick and the
new Darwin exhibition at the Sedgwick
Museum in Cambridge displays a rock
fragment identified as such.  However,
this does not appear to be same litholo-
gy as the alleged parent boulder.

Not far from Morris Hall is Rowley's
House a lovely sixteenth century timber
framed building housing the Tourist
Information Office.  There the party col-
lected copies of the new 'Darwin's
Shrewsbury' brochure and other litera-
ture/maps etc.  A further short walk
brought us to 13 Claremont Hill, the for-
mer home of the Rev. G. Augustus Case
the minister at the Unitarian Chapel
from 1798 to1831.  He ran an infant
school at the house and Charles was one
of his pupils for the 1817-18 school
year.  Today the house is in private
hands but from the outside appears to
be little changed from Darwin's day.
Immediately behind the house lies the
unusual circular Georgian-styled St.
Chad,s church built in 1792.  Charles
Robert Darwin was baptised in St. Chads
although apparently the current font is
more recent than 1809.

After an extended lunch break giving
time for individual exploration, the party
reconvened to examine further sites.
The town library occupies the former
Shrewsbury School built with Grinshill
Sandstone (the school moved to a new
site about the turn of the last century).
This was the building where Charles
attended school as a boarder from
1818-25.  From the Music Library on the
top floor we enjoyed fine views over the
town.  Numerous carved names were
scanned but a C Darwin could not be
identified.  Close by, is the former Royal

In the footsteps of Charles Darwin - West Midlands and North
Wales June 19 - 24, 2009 - a joint GS, GA field trip.

The famous Bellstone in the courtyard of the
Morris Hall in 

Shrewsbury. 'Old Mr Cotton' told the teenage
Charles Darwin that this stone was likely

derived from northern England but could not
say how it was transported to Shropshire.

This glacial erratic is incorrectly labled as a
granite (it is a volcaniclastic!).

The interior of the Unitarian Chapel in
Shrewsbury with Professor Hugh Torrens
describing the significance of the various

memorials.

The Mount, Shrewsbury built for Robert Darwin
c 1799. Charles Darwin was born on 12th

February 1809 in the room to the left of the 

portico on the first floor.
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Salop Infirmary (1830) designed by
Edward Haycock and this, along with
its predecessor on the site, was one of
the first public hospitals in England.
Both have associations with Robert
Darwin.  We then entered the grounds
of St Mary's church to view the rather
neglected grave of Thomas du Gard MD
one of the founding honorary members
of the Geological Society.  Walking
along Dogpole Street we passed
Newport House dating from 1696 and
which for a period served as the
Guildhall and a museum.  At the junc-
tion with Wyle Cop we faced the Lion
Hotel a composite of three buildings all
antedating the nineteenth century.
This coaching inn on the London to
Holyhead road acted as an 'inter city
bus station' before the railways age.
Charles arrived here upon his return
from the Beagle at Falmouth and
undoubtedly called there on many of
his journeys.

The foot exploration of the town con-
cluded at Victoria quay just down-
stream from the Welsh Bridge.  There
we boarded the MV Sabrina (named
after the Celtic goddess of the Severn)
for a short river cruise around a seg-
ment of the Severn meander which
gave a changing panoramic view of the
town centre and the best preserved
section of the town wall built by King
Henry III.  At the English Bridge the
Sabrina reversed and returned
upstream to the quay.  

Earlier in the day, whilst visiting St
Chads, a rehearsal was in progress.
The quality of the performers and a
programme including Fauré and Handel
attracted the group's interest leading
to a unanimous decision to delay our
return to Keele so we might attend the
evening concert.  We were rewarded by
a superb performance by the
Shrewsbury Phoenix Choir and
Orchestra.

On Sunday, the focus was on the
environs of the small village of Maer,
the family home of Emma Darwin,
which lies some 7 km SSW of Keele in
Staffordshire.  First, however, we visit-
ed Loggerheads, a settlement which
incorporates Ashley Heath, a distinctive
hill of Permo-Trias sandstone 4 km SW
of Maer.  It was a stage coach stop,
where horses were changed, on the
Shrewsbury to Newcastle-under-Lyme
road.  The former coaching inn - Ring
of Bells - is now a private residence but
next to the A53 road verge is a large in
situ dolerite glacial erratic.  In 1842,
Charles Darwin reported an investiga-
tion which he made of an erratic occu-
pying the highest point of the heath at
c. 235m.  He interpreted this as an ice-
rafted clast associated with an ice age
'great submergence'.  The Severn -
Trent Water company has a reservoir
on the summit area and the original
erratic site has almost certainly been
destroyed.  However, a scatter of errat-
ic boulders lying on the bedrock sand-
stone remain in the vicinity.

Upon arriving in Maer village, the

party undertook a circular three hour
walk, based on public rights of way, to
experience first hand the kind of land-
scapes frequently walked by Charles
when visiting his Uncle 'Jos' Wedgwood
at Maer Hall.  Soon after climbing out
of the village along a lane to the south
we had a superb view of the hall and
the lake.  Around the lake (Maer Pool)
is the original 'sand-walk' so called
because of the underlying glacial out-
wash sands.  The hall is, alas, in pri-
vate ownership and closed to the pub-
lic.  Substantial physical changes have
been made to the immediate surround-
ings of the hall since the Wedgwoods
lived there and they did not enjoy the
current secluded overlook of Maer Pool
as formerly the main road ran between
the hall and the lake.  The next stop
was at William Dabb's Cottage where
the present owner kindly permitted us
to explore the grounds.  This historic
spot is where the original observations
were made which led to an apprecia-
tion of the magnitude of earthworm
activity and 'The formation of [veg-
etable] mould', a paper first published
by Charles in 1837.  Just after the cot-
tage a long distance footpath - The
Newcastle Way - was followed up the
dip slope of the Kidderminster
Conglomerate to the summit ridge of
the Maer Hills at Camp Wood, with an
excellent view of the Woore Moraine
ridge forming the northern skyline.
The hills are now largely forested
whereas in Charles's time they were
open heathland.  On descending, in a
hollow on the eastern side of the sum-
mit we viewed Camp Hill House, which
was especially built for Sarah
Wedgwood (1776-1856).  She was the
unmarried aunt of Emma, Charles’
wife, and a strong anti-slavery cam-
paigner.  Charles and Emma often
walked over from Maer to visit her.  We
retraced those footsteps to within 1 km
of the hall when we diverged slightly to
the NE to Slater's Farm for lunch.  

Subsequently, a short walk brought
us to St Peter’s Church in Maer directly
opposite the boundary wall of the hall.
In a corner overlooking the hall lay the
grave of Josiah Wedgwood II (1769 -
1843) and after his death the estate
was sold and the Wedgwood family had
no further involvement with Maer Hall.
It was in St Peter’s that Charles and
Emma married on January 29, 1839,
and a framed copy of their entry in the
marriage register is displayed on the
interior north wall.  Our arrival was
known to the Churchwardens Sheila
Mannion and Wendy Kinson and they
very graciously laid on tea and home-
made cakes.  We were also delighted to
meet David Thompson, the
Staffordshire doyen of Darwiniana, who
had made a special journey to welcome
us.

The final element of the field pro-
gramme was a visit to the Hanchurch
Hills east of Maer to examine a road
side section [SJ  841400] through a
member of a Palaeocene dyke swarm.

This was the locality where Charles had
identified a dyke c. 1842.
Unfortunately the exposure is now both
overgrown and on the inside of a dan-
gerous bend of a road.  Nevertheless a
reasonably fresh sample was extracted
and examined by the party.  Luckily
some 100m to the north along a traffic-
free woodland track a newly discovered
section some 1.5 m high exposed a 1
m wide vertical basic dyke with chilled
margins intruding into a red sandstone
[SJ 841401].

After dinner at the Sneyd Arms in
Keele village, a fascinating evening dis-
course was given in the Department of
Science Education by the Director
Professor Chris King. He had created a
new teaching package featuring Darwin
science and the party was invited to
participate in some of the exercises.     

On the Monday morning the group
travelled to North Wales via the A5
main road from Llangollen to Capel
Curig in the footsteps of Charles's final
field trip in June 1842.  At the Plas y
Brenin Mountain Centre (formerly the
Royal Hotel where Charles stayed in
1842) we were joined by the Rev.
Michael Roberts who is the unrivalled
expert on Charles's geological travels
in North Wales in both 1831 and 1842.
He generously gave us the fruits of his
research during the subsequent days
aided by manuscript material.  After
lunch we followed the A5 to a parking
area just short of Idwal Cottage.  

We then walked cross country direct-
ly towards Llyn Idwal where we met by
Professor Mike Hambrey.  We first
inspected the 'Darwin Boulder Group'
with Peter Worsley emphasising their
historic significance in terms of
supraglacial transport processes.  He
also recounted that the late Dr Eddie
Watson of Aberystwyth had obtained a
copy of Charles's 1842 paper three
decades earlier and how after his
untimely death this came into his pos-
session.  Later, this copy became the
catalyst for him to seek the field iden-
tity of the boulders and subsequently
to organise this field excursion.  Mike
then led the party around the lake and

The largest member of the 'Darwin Boulders'
at Cwm Idwal lying on the 

slope just east of the lake. In 1842 Darwin
appreciated that this angular 

clast had been transported supraglacially by
glacial ice.
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en route discussed the formation of the
hummocky moraine landforms.  He
outlined the controversies arising from
the various hypotheses of formation
and gave credit to Kenneth Addison for
first suggesting that the key to their
genesis was a Younger Dryas glacier
descending form Cwm Cneifion which
forms part of the SE side of the Idwal
cirque.  It was envisaged that this gla-
cier had crossed the cirque floor and
pushed against the lower slopes of Y
Garn (implying a minor Cwm Idwal gla-
cier at this time).  Thus a series of push
moraines ridges trending approximate-
ly NE-SW were interpreted as signifying
an SE-NW ice flow rather than a domi-
nant flow SSW-NNE along the cirque
axis as had been assumed previously.
Mike explained that good modern ana-
logues dating from the late nineteenth
century occur in Svalbard.  A corollary
to this was the probability that the dep-
osition of the Darwin Boulder Group
occurred during the main deglaciation c
17 ka BP and that they lay outside the
Younger Dryas Readvance limit.  After
returning to the car park the party
drove round northern Snowdonia to
Llanberis and checked into the Royal
Victoria Hotel for two nights. In 1842
Charles had stayed in the same hotel.
After dinner we went to Bangor
University where Michael Roberts lec-
tured on 'Charles Darwin in North
Wales'.  This was made into a public
event and attracted a large audience.
Returning in the late evening we
enjoyed a cloudless spectacular view of
northern Snowdonia highlighted by
very low angle sunlight.

Magnificent sunshine heralded
Tuesday and we first made a pilgrimage
to Llansadwrn in east Anglesey to see
the grave of Sir Andrew Crombie

Ramsay (1814-1891), a former
Director of the Geological Survey and
early glacialist.  There Professor James
Scourse talked on Ramsey's career and
his wife's links with the Darwins,
enriched with anecdotes from his sur-
viving relatives.  The grave is marked
by a large rounded glacial erratic of
Carboniferous Limestone and recent
weathering has etched out a diverse

fossil fauna.  We then drove back to the
mainland and down to Dinas Dinlle
where coastal erosion has revealed
complex glacial tectonics.  Although
Charles does not appear to have visited
this site, it was one examined by
Buckland and in his 1841 paper he
adopted one of Lyell's concepts and
interpreted the thrusted slices as ice-
berg grounding structures produced
during a phase of marine submer-
gence.  Even recently there have been
divergent interpretations of the land-
form and structures, although the pres-
ent consensus regards the surviving hill
as an isolated push moraine landform
related to ice moving from the north.
This was an excellent locality to analyse
close-up the sedimentology of glacial
sediments, both tills and outwash.

During lunch in the surviving part of
an Iron Age hill fort on the top of the
Dinas Dinlle hill, eastwards we had a
splendid view of Moel Tryfan, (1400 m
OD) in the western Snowdonia foothills.
This locality has gained great historical
importance since it was first described
by Joshua Trimmer in 1831.  Trimmer
reported the finding of a marine fauna
in a sand succession lying uncon-
formably upon slates (later assigned to
the Cambrian by Adam Sedgwick).  The
fauna was of modern aspect and its
presence encouraged the view that
there had been a great submergence
during a glacial period, a view sub-
scribed to by Ramsay until his death.
From the 1870's a controversy raged
over whether the fauna was in situ or
glacially transported from out of the
Irish Sea basin.  It was not until the
early twentieth century that the glacier
transposition hypothesis gained the
ascendancy. The age appears to be
related to the Last Glacial Maximum.
From close to Moel Tryfan village we
undertook a circular walk clockwise
around the former Alexander slate
quarry, initially following the track bed
of an abandoned narrow gauge railway.
The deposits which excited the interest
of the Victorian glacial geologists have
long been quarried but fortunately on
the northern side of the quarry above a
deep drop into the slate workings, a
glacial sequence of up to 7m of glacial
sediments survives.  Both till and out-
wash lithologies could be identified with
the latter containing comminuted shell
debris.  After walking around the quar-
ry rim we climbed to the summit, a tor
landform developed in a conglomerate
surrounded by a litter of soliflucted
boulder-sized clasts.  A plaque on the
summit records Charles's visit to the
locality on June 26, 1842.  There can
be little doubt that the occurrence of
marine fossils at Moel Tryfan was influ-
ential in the persistence of Charles's
support for the marine submergence
concept even though within the
Snowdonia massif he accepted the evi-
dence for the presence of mountain
glaciers.  Curiously he envisaged the
submergence occurring after a local

mountain glaciation.  From the summit
the visibility was absolutely superb with
the Wicklow, Isle of Man and Lake
District mountains clearly visible.

The return to Llanberis was anti-
clockwise around Snowdon.  Close to
Rhyd-ddu, the roche moutonné figured
by Thomas Sopwith was viewed and
afterwards afternoon tea was taken in
the Royal Goat Hotel in Beddgelert.
Whilst staying at the Royal Goat, on the
16h October 1841, Buckland entered in
the visitor's book an exaltation to geol-
ogists to examine the glacial erosional
evidence in the vicinity.  In the evening
we returned to Bangor for a second
public evening lecture, on this occasion
Mike Hambrey lectured on the
Glaciation of Wales in its Global context
to a large appreciative audience.

The final morning (Wednesday)
dawned with the cloudless skies pre-
cisely as 'Metcheck' had predicted

when the early bird tickets for the
Snowdon Mountain Railway had been
purchased five days previously.  Thus in
perfect weather we ascended Snowdon
viewing the abundant evidence of
glaciation and in particular the limits of
several Younger Dryas glaciers.  From
the summit the views were breathtak-
ing and Michael Roberts led our eyes
along the route taken by Charles
towards Barmouth in 1831.  To the east
magnificent skyline tor groups marking
the summits of the Glyders could be
envisaged as standing as nunataks
thereby defining the upper surface of
the ice sheet at the Last Glacial
Maximum.  After the descent those
bound for Reading traversed the Pass
of Llanberis  in optimal conditions and
then followed the A5 road to
Shrewsbury.  Being a working day The
Mount was open and we were permit-
ted to enter the room in which Charles
entered this world, a fitting conclusion
to the field meeting.

Peter Worsley
University of

Reading.

The gravestone of Sir Andrew Crombie
Ramsay a former Director General of the
Geological Survey. This is a glacial erratic

consisting of  Carboniferous Limestone.

Those members of the party who travelled to
the summit of Snowdon.
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24 members assembled at 1030 at
Langhurstwood quarry, Warnham, on a
sunny morning turning to cloudy with
rain by the late afternoon.  Peter
Austen (PA) gave a brief introductory
talk on the Weald Clay palaeoenviron-
ment and the geology of the Lower
Weald Clay and showed a photograph

of the wing of an aeschnidiid dragonfly
(Fig. 1) found by Terry Keenan (TK) on
the northern spoil heap on a recent
Horsham Geological Field Club visit to
the site.  Ed Jarzembowski (EJ)
remarked on the sedimentology of the
siltstone scour fills for which Warnham

is noted (Figs 2 & 3).  These yielded
some drifted insect (beetle and
leafhopper) wings in the pit to Biddy
Jarzembowski (BJ).  Recent rain had
washed blocks of small Paludina and
Cyrena limestones on the northern
spoil heap exposing abundant shells of
the snail Viviparus fluviorum and
bivalve Filosina gregaria which were
sometimes fragmented.  Geoff Swan
commented that there was probably
sufficient shelly material present to

have provided the limestone cement.
Associated with the shells were win-
nowed bones, scales and crushing
teeth of the ganoid fish Lepidotes man-
telli which may have contributed to the
shell fragmentation.  The presence of
spiral coprolites and a spine of a
hybodont shark pointed to fish preda-

tion as having
o c c u r r e d .
Phosphatic nod-
ules from the low-
ermost part of the
pit yielded teleost
fish scales and
small fragments of
fusain (charcoal).
An unusual find by
Martin Beever was
a pellety texture

uncertain origin in
these nodules (Fig.
4).  The phosphatic

nodules need further investigation.
After lunch, the party drove to

Smokejacks Brickworks where PA had
prepared a display of finds from the

Upper Weald Clay here.  Fortunately,
although production at the pit had been
reduced it had not been closed as a
result of the recession, unlike the near-
by Clockhouse Brickworks, which is
also a SSSI.  An annotated log for the
site adapted from Ross & Cook (1995)
was distributed to members to help
identify the position of any finds.  The
pit had changed since the previous GA
visit (Jarzembowski et al., 2006) hav-
ing been partly drained and dammed in
the lower part exposing previously

unseen grey and mottled clays.  Geoff
Toye and PA identified the stratigraphic
position of a ledge in a gulley at the top
of the SW face where a number of
dinosaur footcasts had been recovered
by Andrew Cocks on the April, 2009
Kent Geologists' Group fieldtrip.  The
footcasts, two iguanodontid and one
theropod (Fig. 5), were from the under-
side of a ledge 3 metres above the bed
where an Iguanodon was found in 2001
(and Baryonyx in 1983) (i.e. 3 metres
above the dinoturbated bed 18 SE of
Ross & Cook's (1995) annotated log).
The theropod footcast (Fig. 5) was
pointing into the ledge in a roughly
easterly direction.  Sideritic ironstones
were exposed in the most recently dug
NE face (bed 5 NW of Ross & Cook's
(1995) annotated log).  Finds included
Bevhalstia foliage, carapaces (valves)
of an undescribed chonchostracan
(spinicaudate), insect remains (beetle
elytra and a blatt* tegmen) as well as
some fusainised Weichselia fragments.
The section on the NW face was now
obscured, but surface finds included
three gastroliths (Fig. 6) and a
Mesolithic (prehistoric) flint blade, only
the second one to have been found
here (BJ). 

Ed Jarzembowski, 
Peter Austen, 

Geoff Toye, 

Footnote
*short for blattarian/blattodean (cock-
roachoid/cockroach)
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Wealden fieldtrip to Langhurstwood and Smokejacks - 18th July 2009

Fig. 6 - Gastrolith from Smokejacks found by
BJ - Photo EJ

Fig. 1 - Wing of an aeschnidiid dragonfly from Warnham.   
(Length 35 mm.) - Photo TK

Fig. 2 - Top view of siltstone lens from
Warnham.   (2lb geological hammer for

scale) - Photo EJ 

Fig. 3 - Bottom view of large siltstone lens
from Warnham -Photo EJ

Fig. 4 - Phosphatic nodule from Warnham
showing pellety texture - Photo EJ

Fig. 5 - Footcast of theropod dinosaur from
Smokejacks.   (Scale bar 10 cm.)

- Photo PA
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The Russell Society was born out of
an evening class which met in
Leicester and was formed on 27th
October 1972 with around thirty
founder members. Early leadership
and direction was provided by Dr Bob
King of the Department of Geology,
University of Leicester, who still takes
a keen interest in Society activities
today.

The Society is Britain's leading
organisation specialising in topograph-
ical mineralogy (the study and descrip-
tion of the mineralogy of a geographic
region). It is named after the eminent
amateur mineralogist Sir Arthur
Russell (1878 - 1964). 

Arthur Edward Ian Montagu Russell,
the doyen of 20th-century British min-
eral collectors, was born on November
30, 1878 in Swallowfield Park,
Reading, Berkshire, the son of Lady
Constance Charlotte Elizabeth Lennox
and Sir George Russell, 4th Baronet.
Arthur made his first visit underground
to a working mine (Wheal Providence
near St. Ives, Cornwall) when he was
eight years old, and three years later
he went underground at the Botallack
mine, St. Just, Cornwall. Thereafter he
went on to visit and collected at near-
ly every mine in Great Britain and
Ireland.

He served in France during World
War I and was invalided home in 1915.
He then joined the Royal Engineers as
a Lieutenant, but was later transferred
to work on British mineral resources,
investigating, for example, the
chromite deposits of Shetland. He was
awarded an M.B.E. in 1920. During the
following years he visited ore deposits
in Europe, especially in Spain and
Portugal, and continued to collect
specimens at important localities such

as Panasqueira. 
Russell had a great sense of humour

and was able to get along well with
nearly everyone he met. His skill at
making friends among mine and quar-
ry managers, miners and quarrymen
served him well in facilitating acquisi-
tions, often being notified by these
friends of any interesting discoveries
being made in mines or quarries. As a
consequence he was able to save
many fine specimens which might oth-
erwise have been destroyed.

He made careful notes on miner-
alogical conditions and seemed to
have an instinctive feeling for where
minerals might be found. Over the
years he absorbed a substantial num-
ber of collections into his own. 

The Russell Collection at Swallowfield
Park became famous throughout the
world, and was visited by many enthu-
siastic mineralogists and collectors
from across Europe and America.
Russell did not use pre-printed miner-
al labels, but instead made carefully
hand-written labels in a distinctive
style, and these are much-coveted by
present-day collectors. 

He served as President of the
Mineralogical Society from 1939 to
1942, and amongst various other hon-
ours, received the Bolitho Medal from
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall in
1948 and the Henwood Medal from the
Royal Institution of Cornwall in 1953.
He was made an honorary Doctor of
Science by the University of Oxford in
1956. He published more than 30
descriptive papers on mineralogy,
most of them in the Mineralogical
Magazine. He described and named
the new species rashleighite, and was
honoured by the naming of the miner-
als russellite and arthurite. 

On his death on February 23, 1964,
at the age of 86, he bequeathed his
superb collection (about 12,000 speci-
mens) to the Natural History Museum
in London, together with storage cabi-
nets, maps, notes and many books, on

condition that it would not be sold but
would be kept in perpetuity as a British
regional collection. 

The collection survives today and
members of the Russell Society have
made many a "pilgrimage" to London
to view the small selection of speci-
mens on display in the Mineralogy
Gallery in the Museum, and (by special
appointment) to see "behind the
scenes" in the Russell Room.

The Russell Society draws its mem-
bership from beginners through to
experienced collectors and profession-
al mineralogists and geologists; and
from all walks of life and a wide geo-
graphical area, both in the UK and
overseas. The Society is organised into
seven branches, distributed through-
out the UK (Southwest, Wales and
West, Central, Southern, Southeast,

Northwest and Northern) with mem-
bers being assigned to the Branch cov-
ering their area but able to participate
in the activities of any other Branch.

The principal aims of the Society are
the study, understanding, recording
and conservation of minerals and min-
eralogical sites. The Society works
closely with museums and other like-
minded organisations in the pursuit of
these aims. It encourages responsible
collecting and exploration and has
published Codes of Practice for mem-
bers undertaking geological fieldwork,
collecting and indoor activities. 

Over the years the Society has
undertaken various projects, ranging
from helping to curate and "rescue"
mineralogical collections in provincial
museums, to staging public exhibi-
tions, running field meetings and con-
ference events. Recent examples
include a major project to catalogue
and curate the famous collection of the
Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth
House in Derbyshire; and work at
Bolton Museum and Manchester
Museum where volunteers have pro-
vided much-needed practical assis-
tance to curatorial staff. 

Local Branches have developed
excellent working relationships with
Quarry Managers and each year a wide
range of field meetings is organised to
quarries and other localities across the
country.         Contd.Page 20.......

The Russell Society

One of Sir Arthur Russell's characteristic
hand-written labels

Sir Arthur Russell digging for pyromorphite on
Bulmer's Vein, Leadhills.

Society Field meeting to an Opencast Coal
Mine

Delegates enjoying the displays at the first
Nature's Treasures Meeting December 2008
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Errata - In last year’s article in the Magazine of the Geologists' Association) vol. 7, no. 4, 2008, pp.15, 17 - Wealden Fieldtrip to
the Weald Clay - Warnham & Capel - Sat. 26 July, 2008:
Incorrect authors were shown - the article was authored by Peter Austen, Ed Jarzembowski, Geoff Toye, Richard Agar & Terry
Keenan.
Figure captions were omitted from the above article, and hence scale measurements and photo credits.  These were as follows:
Scale measurements
Fig. 1 - length of jaw is 2 mm. / Fig. 2 - 2lb geological hammer for scale. / Fig. 3 - cm ruler for scale. / Fig. 4 - length of specimen
is 17 mm. / Fig. 5 - length of specimen is 7.5 mm. / Fig. 6 - length of specimen is 12 mm. / Fig. 7 - length of specimen is 2 cm. /
Fig. 8 - length of specimen is 1 cm. / Fig. 10 - length of specimen is 4.5 mm. / Fig. 11 - length of specimen is 4.5 mm. / Fig. 12 -
length of section shown is 7 cm.
Photo credits
Figs 1, 4, 5, 7, 10 & 11 - Terry Keenan / Figs 2, 3 & 9 - Ed Jarzembowski / Fig. 6 - Mike Smith / Fig. 12 - Mark Wildman / Fig. 8 -

Pauline Micklem,
A long standing member of the

Association, (she joined in 1964) died
suddenly on 18th June 2009, the day
before having been full of life.

She was born in Greenside just South
of the River Tyne on 30th January 1926
but soon moved up into the County she
loved, Northumberland. All her life she
had been extremely interested in
Geology and accumulated a large col-
lection of rock specimens.

Her interest in Geology was awak-
ened in 1945 when she was in the ATS
and stationed in Ceylon. She was
befriended by a young officer who was
enthusiastic about the subject and see-
ing her potential interest he took her
on many local field excursions and dis-
cussed with her the geology they
encountered.

Back in England she did a Teacher

Training course and qualified as a
Secondary teacher specialising in
Geography and Science. She furthered
her enthusiasm for, and her knowledge
of, Geology by attending evening
classes ,with of course, field work.
Over many years she was strongly
influenced first, and particularly, by a
Dr Jones at a class in Ealing and later
at classes offered by Dr. Frank
Middlemiss and then Dr Jake Hancock.

She maintained her interest by
always including as much Geology as
she could in her Geography teaching
and used every opportunity to take her
girls on field trips.  For a short time in
the seventies, when her school was re-
organised into a comprehensive, she
was able to offer GCSE Geology to
some enthusiastic girls but the school's
interest in the subject waned with lack
of facilities. Two or three of her girls
did go on to take Geology degrees.

She was always modest about her
achievements but she leaves behind

many pupils who were enthused by her
teaching.

As well as Geology, she had many
other interests including: Early
Civilisations, Costume, Folk Dancing,
Architecture and British History.

OBITUARY

The Russell Society contd......
In December 2008 three Societies

(The Russell Society, the
Gemmological Association and the
Mineralogical Society of Great Britain
and Ireland) came together for the
first time to run a joint meeting on the
theme "Nature's Treasures - Minerals
and Gems" hosted at the Natural
History Museum. The programme
included 10 short talks by a top line-up
of speakers in the morning, followed
by a mineral exhibition in the early
afternoon. The goal for all three

Societies was to reach out to non-tra-
ditional audiences and this was cer-
tainly achieved. 
A second such meeting will take place
in London on Sunday 13th December
2009. We would be delighted to wel-
come members of the GA to this meet-
ing - details are available on our web-
site:www.russellsoc.org. 

Roy Starkey
Hon.President, The Russell

Society

References:
KINGSBURY, A. (1966) Sir Arthur
Russell [Obituary]. Mineralogical
Magazine, 35, 673-677.
HART, A.D., and SYMES, R.F. (1991)
Arthur Edward Ian Montagu Russell.
Journal of the Russell Society, 4 (1).
WILSON, Wendell E. (2009)
Mineralogical Record Biographical
Archive,at:
www.mineralogicalrecord.com.

NEWS FROM GA ENTERPRISES

Many thanks to all the people who have donated books for the Bring and Buy Table.
At the October meeting we ended up with more books than we started with!

Proceeds from the sale go direct to the GA Funds.

Please, please can we ask for some strong men to help us with the heavy lifting.  We have to get the stock out of the
cupboard outside Sarah's office, put it on a trolley and bring it up in the lift to the Library and unpack it for the Sales
Table, then at the end of the Meeting do it all in reverse.  We are not asking you to stand behind the table, or handle
money.  I can cope with that, but my back hasn't been the same since I decided to go horse-riding after an interval of

40 years while on a Field Trip in Iceland! 

Mrs Sue Jacobs
020 8360 026
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When Alison Mills first contacted
Andy Currant to ask him if it was pos-
sible to bring the fossil elephant teeth
originally found in Barnstaple back
down to the town for "Elephant Day",
neither of them had any real idea what
was to follow. 

The "Elephant Day" in 2008 had
come about as a response to an
enquiry by Councillor Simon Harvey of
Barnstaple Town Council.  Alison Mills,
Naomi Ayre and others had searched
Barnstaple newspapers and archives
back to the middle of the nineteenth
century looking for an event which
might be celebrated to help raise
money for much needed local works.
On failing to come up with anything
historically significant, they recalled
the elephant displayed at the museum,
which had been championed by Muriel
Abor during her frequent visits to the
museum in the 1990s. The story was of
the discovery of fossil elephant
remains in a brick pit being dug to
supply building materials for the devel-
opment of the southern side of the
town.
We now know from a wide variety of

sources (including several previously
only partly read specimen labels)  that
in February 1844 some fossil remains
were found 14 to 15 feet (about 4.5m)
below the ground surface in a nearly
worked out clay-rich brickfield on the
site of Summerland Street on the
southern side of Barnstaple, Devon,
England.

Specimens from the site appear to
have been collected by more than one
person.  An associated set of left and
right, upper and lower third molars of
an adult elephant (in other words, a
complete set of the final adult cheek

teeth of a single individual) (Figure 2)
and the associated left and right fourth
deciduous premolars of a juvenile ele-
phant (the lower teeth of a fairly young
animal), now all in the Natural History
Museum, London (Figure 3) and the

left lower deciduous premolar 4 were
collected by one person, long believed
to have been a local collector of the
name "Dr T. Wright" - as is stated on
some of the specimen labels. The sur-
viving fragments of an originally com-
plete elephant tusk (which were appar-
ently from the same elephant as the
adult cheek teeth) were collected by
John Roberts Chanter, nephew of a Mr
Roberts, the site landowner, and pre-
sented to Townsend Hall, Barnstaple.
These tusk fragments and some asso-
ciated pieces of fossil bone are still
preserved in the Museum of Barnstaple
and North Devon Museum.  

It is clear, from surviving labels, that
the elephant remains were originally
believed to be parts of a
woolly mammoth "Elephas
primigenius" (now known as
Mammuthus primigenius).
At the time of their discov-
ery this was indeed the
most likely identification,
but we now know that these
remains actually represent-
ed a different species of fos-
sil elephant, originally
known as Elephas antiquus,
but now more widely known
as Palaeoloxodon antiquus,
the so-called straight-

tusked elephant.  Elephas antiquus
was not described until 1868 by the
great fossil elephant specialist, Hugh
Falconer.

There was some suspicion over the
original collector of the elephant teeth.
After some trying, we could not trace a
local man named "Dr T. Wright", and
closer examination of the handwritten
label on one of the elephant teeth in
London eventually revealed the name
"Sharpe", written in ink in extremely
small writing.  Several leads were fol-
lowed..  To our surprise and delight
"Sharpe" turned out to be Samuel
Curtis Sharpe (born 1814), curator of
the Newport and Barnstaple Museum,
from 1843 until 1847, after which he
moved on, first to Halliwell in
Lancashire (about 1848 to 1854), and
then to Cheltenham in Gloucestershire
as the Principal of Pittville School
(about 1855 to1860).  The surviving
newspaper account of the sale of his
house in Barnstaple even reveals the
fact that he was a fossil collector.   

We now know that the elephant teeth
somehow came into the possession of
the famous nineteenth century geolo-
gist Dr Thomas Wright (1809-1884), a
specialist in echinoderms and
ammonites, but also a general collec-
tor.  Wright had moved to Cheltenham
himself in 1846 and became a surgeon
at Cheltenham General Hospital.  We
have no direct documentary evidence
for the transfer, but it seems likely that
the Barnstaple elephant teeth passed
into Wright's possession at some time
between 1855 and 1860 while Sharpe
was a local resident.

Dr Thomas Wright's collection was
eventually sold to Francis Henry Butler
(1849-1935), the famous London min-
eral and fossil dealer, and the elephant
teeth and many other specimens from
Wright's collection were purchased by
the then British Museum (Natural
History), now the Natural History
Museum, in 1888.  Butler had a close
family connection with the British
Museum and often made good materi-
al preferentially available. The Wright
Collection very definitely fell into this
category.  From when they were found
in 1844 until 1888 the Barnstaple

The Barnstaple Fossil Elephants
Some old finds from Barnstaple, Devon are given a new airing.. 

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Archival map
showing
brickfield
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The labelled tusk
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specimens had effectively been "out of
circulation" in that they do not appear
to have been seen or otherwise noticed
by a vertebrate palaeontologist who
may have recognized their signifi-
cance.  This is a great shame.  This fine
series of fossils would unquestionably
have been included in major works on
British Fossil Elephants by Hugh
Falconer and Andrew Leith Adams and
might even have led to the earlier
recognition of Elephas antiquus as a
species.

The area in which the finds were
originally made has been mapped as
"Last Interglacial" by Edmonds (1972),
and this dating is possibly confirmed
by the tentative identification of one of
John Charter's finds as a hippopotamus
vertebra, an animal often associated
with the earliest and warmest phase of
the Last Interglacial (Oxygen Isotope
sub-stage 5e), now dated to about
125,000 years ago.  This new determi-
nation is still subject to confirmation as
the specimen is in rather poor condi-
tion and will require further work.

Dr Antony Sutcliffe (1927-2004), the
then Curator of Fossil Mammals at the
Natural History Museum, posted a note
in the Quaternary Newsletter in 1975
enquiring about the Barnstaple ele-
phant teeth. Muriel Agnes Arber
(1913-2004), the 1st Lady President of
the Geologists' Association (1972-4),
who had close ties with Barnstaple,
gave an excellent reply in the same
publication in 1977. However for some
reason the contained data was never
re-associated with the London speci-
mens.  The Natural History Museum's
new specimen database has helped
ensure that the newly recovered infor-
mation will not go missing again!

Palaeoloxodon antiquus has become
known as the "straight-tusked ele-
phant", even though its tusks are
slightly curved!   Palaeontologists
sometimes do things like this without
thinking.  This is an unfortunate error,
but the name has become so well
established that it is unlikely to change
now.  Straight-tusked elephants are
usually found in the woodland phases
of Middle and Late Pleistocene warm
periods, which are usually known as
"interglacials" because they occur
between marked climatic cold stages
i.e. "glacials".

In many ways they should be seen as
the elephants which could be living in
Britain today, had our ancestors not
killed them off some while ago, along
with most of the other larger animals
which were once part of our native
temperate fauna.  Straight-tusked ele-
phants were large, tree- eating mam-
mals which formerly lived and bred in
Britain for many thousands of years,
and that is an important thing to bear
in mind, - these animals were not
exotics. They were native, just like the
fox and the badger are today. 
By comparison with mammoths,
straight-tusked elephants are rare as

fossils in the UK, but perhaps because
of their size, associated teeth and par-
tial skeletons are rather more common
than one might expect.  It seems like-
ly that the Barnstaple finds where orig-
inally found with rather more bone
than was actually collected, but the
bone may have been quite badly pre-
served and most fossil elephant skulls
are usually extremely badly crushed.
In any event, at the time they were
found, collectors would only have been
interested in collecting the more inter-
esting bits, like teeth and tusks.   It
seems highly likely that the associated
skull and lower jaw of the adult animal
was preserved in some form or anoth-
er.

It might be fanciful to try to make a

link between the adult and younger
animal, but there are other finds of
fossil elephants where it does look as
though adult individuals may have
become stuck in deep mud while trying
to rescue younger animals which had
got into difficulty.  Incidents like this
still happen today.  Without dwelling
too long on the unfortunate deaths of
these two ancient elephants, the mud
around the mouth of the River Yar is
likely to have been quite thick, and this
certainly represents a good environ-
ment for the preservation of fossils. 

Until the establishment of
Barnstaple's "Elephant Day" festivities
in 2008, and since repeated in June
2009 the cheek teeth remained cata-
logued in London as no more than
"Pleistocene, Barnstaple, Devon."   The
recognition of this find as a significant
event is down to the efforts of the peo-
ple of Barnstaple, and both the Natural
History Museum and the Barnstaple
Museum and North Devon Museum
would like to thank everyone involved
for their efforts in bringing these fossils
"back to life" and adding so greatly to
their story.

These specimens have been turned
from mere nineteenth century curiosi-
ties into scientifically valuable finds,
with exceptionally good provenance
and even a possible date.  This is a lot
more than anyone expected and shows
what can sometimes happen when a
group of people concentrate their
minds on seeing what they can find.

We would like to express our thanks
to Prof Hugh Torrens and Dr Danielle
Schreve who both advised us during
our work and the preparation of this
note.  Sue Russell and Alison Rickman
made the splendid elephant-like crea-
ture which formed the centre-piece of
the 2009 Elephant Day Parade as part
of a project funded by the Arts Council
National Lottery Fund.  The event was
attended and supported by local MP,
Nick Harvey, and we are very grateful
for his interest and involvement.  Last
but not least we would like to thank the
people of Barnstaple for making the
day happen, and we hope that the
Barnstaple Elephants will be adopted
as a lasting feature of the life of the
town.
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Barnstaple Elephant Day, June 2009

This book will be for sale at the
December meeting of the GA on

Friday 4th December at Burlington
House, or from the GA office, a real

bargain at £12 (rrp £15.99). See
review next page
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Book Review 

Remarkable Creatures  by
Tracy Chevalier. HarperCollins
2009. 352pp. £15.99. ISBN
978 0 00 717837 7.

In this delightful book, Tracy
Chevalier uses the novelist's skill to
weave into its narrative the salient
facts of Mary Anning's life. Using a
degree of artistic licence, the chapters
alternate between the voice of Mary
Anning, a young, illiterate, working
class girl and that of Elizabeth Philpot,
a middle class spinster, who becomes
her fossiling companion. Chevalier
deftly shows how these two women
complement and learn from each other
and in the process how their friendship
helps them to overcome adversity.
Mary learns to read, Elizabeth learns to
collect, clean and identify fossils. Recall
that in the 19th century, women did
not venture out alone, did not mix with
other classes or the opposite sex
unless with a chaperone. 

Without resorting to hyperbole,
Chevalier's delightful prose brings to
life not only the hardships that Mary
and her family endured, but the excite-
ment of her gradual scientific awaken-
ing as she finds the fossilised remains

of these extraordinary creatures in the
now famous Dorset cliffs around Lyme
Regis. From the age of 15 months,
when she survived a lightning strike,
Mary was seen as strange by local folk.
By the age of 12, in 1811, having
found her first ichthyosaur, Mary was
being sought by scientists of the day
like William Buckland to show them her
fossils and where she found them. She
became the greatest fossil collector the
world has known. Her fossils are today
in some of the greatest museums of
the world and it's clear that her find-
ings were key to the development of
paleontology as a scientific discipline in
Britain. But class and gender and the
societal constraints of the day meant
that Mary did not really get the recog-
nition she deserved. Her unlikely
friendship with Elizabeth helped in this
regard, as so beautifully explored in
the book. That the finding of these
amazing fossils marked the beginning
of a long journey of discovery about
God's role in the formation of the Earth
and all its creatures is cleverly brought
out by Chevalier with the sort of ques-
tions Mary might have asked of
Buckland - though the replies she
received were, to her mind, unsatisfac-
tory! The details I leave you, the read-
er, to discover for yourself.

I thoroughly enjoyed this book and
recommend it to all who are interested

in the history of science, social history
and the development of scientific
thought. For, although it is a novel, a
work of fiction, the author uses the
facts where known and brings to life in
the most engaging and readable way,
the story of two women, their friend-
ship and the remarkable effect their
discoveries had on the scientific world.  

An excellent Christmas present!
Available at the December Meeting
or from the GA office at only £12
(rrp£15.99)

Susan Brown

I came across this little gem of a
museum on a recent visit to the Lake
District. The museum itself is quite
small, but packed full of fascinating
information and artefacts. It is run by a
team of dedicated volunteers and locat-
ed close to Keswick. Peter Cordon and
Donald Angus were there during my
visit and couldn't have been more help-
ful and informative. The museum boasts

a well-stocked shop with minerals, fos-
sils, geological equipment, jewellery,
mining and general geology books,
maps and local walks leaflets.     

The museum displays are a wonder-
ful. There is a fantastic geological model
of the area, complete with appropriate
rock specimens, masses of specimens of
local minerals and rock types, a teach-
ing collection, a display of fluorescent
minerals, a superb collection of old pho-
tographs illustrating the history of the
site and  all kinds of mining information
and exhibits, including a new one on
explosives and drilling. Displays give an

excellent overview of the mining and
quarrying history of the area and their
relationships to its geology.

The external area is huge with plenty

of space for car parking and picnics.
There's an opportunity to take a guided
mine tour and experience the hardships
faced by those early miners, or enrich-
ing yourself with a spot of gold-panning!
The huge collection of old excavators,
the narrow gauge railway and artefacts
and an old mining house are there to
explore.

Threlkeld Quarry, where the museum
is housed, was originally opened in
1870's to produce stone ballast (micro-
granite) for the railways, the
Manchester waterworks,   road building
and other construction works. It was
closed in 1937, then reopened in 1949
and finally closed in 1982.

I can thoroughly recommend a visit to
the museum for anyone who wishes to

find out more about the geology and
mining history of the Lake District or
who simply wants a fascinating day out. 

As ever with organisations run by vol-
unteers, there is always a warm wel-
come for more volunteers! So to all you
readers of this article who live in the
Lake District and who can spare some
time to help,  please do get in touch
with the museum and offer your servic-
es. They will be delighted and you will
have a great time meeting all sorts of
new and interesting people. Some of the
museum's volunteers are also members
of the mountain rescue team based in
Keswick and can often be called away at
a moment's notice, so a bigger pool of
volunteers is really helping two splendid
organisations. Go on, give it a go!

The museum is located just off the
A66, 3 miles east of Keswick and very
easy to find. It is open daily from Easter
to the end of October, 10.00 a.m. to
5.00 p.m. Tel: 017687 79747,
www.threlkeldmininingmuseum.co.uk  

Susan Brown

Threlkeld Quarry & Mining Museum

Excavation collection at Threlkeld Museum

Donal and Peter, Museum stewards
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WINNERS OF THE
FESTIVAL

PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION

Second Prize:
Graham Bull, Ammonites

Third Prize:
Jon Noad

Mine Grande Cache
Alberta

First Prize:
James Scotchman

Navajo Sandstone taken within
Antelope Canyon, Arizona
“The eroded surfaces of the

Navajo Sandstone, exposed in a
slot canyon, create drapery

effects that remind one of the
obscuring veil of time.  Superb
lighting and warm tones com-
bine to produce an abstract

image that, like all the best art
photographs, renders its sub-
ject somehow greater than it

is.”

“Complete contrast here; an almost documentary
approach to a superb specimen gives an image of a
death assemblage of ammonites - a sea-floor from
the ancient past, re-exposed, weathered and over-

grown by yellow lichen - that draws the observer in
to Playfair's "abyss of time".

“Complex folding exposed in the terraced
walls of a huge Canadian mine create eye-
confounding reflection effects - each ter-

race viewed edge on, with its rubble piles,
like a shoreline before a reflecting lake.
The complex folding transected by the

straight lines of industry emphasise the
interaction between society and geology.”

Comments from Dr. Ted Nield NUJ, FGS,
Photographic competition judge
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